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2 Titan Tear Sheet Summary 

Adobe Inc ADBE 
Market Cap. ROIC/WACC Industry 

$287.7B 3.1x Information Technology 

 

Company Description 
Adobe Systems is the house that desktop publishing software built, and now it helps customers create, distribute, and manage 
digital content from the cloud.  One of the top publishing software providers, it has been known for brands such as Acrobat, 
Photoshop, Flash, and Dreamweaver.  Adobe serves customers such as content creators and web application developers with 
its digital media products, and marketers, advertisers, publishers, and others with its digital marketing business.  A long-time 
publisher of traditional software packages, Adobe is moving its products to cloud-based versions.  Subscriptions account for 
about 80% of revenue. 

 

The Good 
 Revenue continues to grow double digits as the number of single account subscriptions (highest margin) are on the 

rise.  This largely stems from education and students who are being forced to adopt e-learning on all levels from 
Kindergarten to Higher Education and Professional programs. 
 

 In conjunction with revenue growing double digits, annual reoccurring revenue (ARR) is growing faster at 30%.  This 
indicates not only high retention, but clients moving to higher paying tiers. 
 

 Adobe finds itself becoming a staple for firms to measure marketing and digital advertisement effectiveness, which is 
paramount to success.  In addition, the firm’s migration to CRM is further insulating revenue from the cyclicality of 
advertising. 

 

The Bad 
 Salesforce is a worthy competitor in the CRM space.  Despite both firms exhibiting impressive growth trends, it could 

erupt into a price war and limit margin expansion. 
 

 As the economy reopens it is likely that management will see more travel and client interaction.  While client 
interaction is rarely a bad thing, higher travel expense is coming down the pipeline.   

 

The Value 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Adjusted Present Value

Equity SnapShot 5YR CAGR

Growth 4.75% 21.82% $575.64 6.21% 6.46% 6.71% 6.96% 7.21% 7.46% 7.71% 7.96% 8.21%

Discount 7.21% 3.75% $571.12 $522.83 $482.70 $448.82 $419.84 $394.76 $372.85 $353.54 $336.39

4.00% $631.74 $572.38 $523.98 $483.75 $449.79 $420.73 $395.60 $373.63 $354.27

Time 1 2 3 4 5 4.25% $707.82 $633.14 $573.65 $525.12 $484.80 $450.76 $421.63 $396.43 $374.41

Discount Factor 0.93849757 0.8764714 0.809137 0.7469999 0.68645112 4.50% $806.15 $709.40 $634.55 $574.91 $526.27 $485.85 $451.72 $422.53 $397.27

Free Cash Flow $5,314 $5,599 $6,617 $7,709 $8,642 4.75% $938.15 $807.96 $710.99 $635.95 $576.17 $527.41 $486.90 $452.69 $423.42

Discounted FCF $4,987 $4,907 $5,354 $5,758 $5,933 5.00% $1,124.69 $940.27 $809.78 $712.57 $637.36 $577.43 $528.56 $487.94 $453.66

Terminal Value $252,369 5.25% $1,408.40 $1,127.26 $942.40 $811.59 $714.15 $638.76 $578.69 $529.70 $488.99

5.50% $1,891.90 $1,411.63 $1,129.82 $944.52 $813.41 $715.74 $640.16 $579.95 $530.85

Enterprise Value $279,308 5.75% $2,900.94 $1,896.27 $1,414.86 $1,132.39 $946.65 $815.22 $717.32 $641.57 $581.21

Outstanding Debt $4,150

Equity Value $275,158 90.36%

Shares Outstanding 478.0 8.6x            

Share Price $575.64 104.91%

Current Share Price $603.90

Sensitivity Analysis

Upside/Downside Capture

U/D Capture

FV Discount

Terminal 

Weight
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Align Technologies  ALGN 
Market Cap. ROIC/WACC Industry 

$50.7B 3.6x Healthcare 

 

Company Description 
Brace-face begone!  Align Technology produces and sells the Invisalign System, which corrects malocclusion (aka crooked 
teeth), to orthodontists and dentists worldwide.  Instead of using metal or ceramic mounts cemented on the teeth and 
connected by wires (traditional braces), the system uses custom manufactured, clear plastic, removable aligners to straighten 
teeth.  Align also manufactures and markets the iTero orthodontic scanner used by dentists, orthodontists, periodontists, and 
oral surgeons to capture various dental images (teeth width, distance, overbite measurements) and link them to the patient’s 
records.  Most of the company’s revenues come from the US.         

 

The Good 
 Management is hitting a point of scale where mass production of aligners around the globe is providing the means 

to expand margin.  EBITDA margin has increased from 25% to 30% over the past 2 years and shows little signs of 
stopping. 
 

 In comparison to braces, the cost of an aligner is similar.  However, the aligner tends to work faster, result in less 
doctor visits, help with self-confidence, and produces fewer issues with food.   

  

 Despite COVID shutting down doctors’ offices, the demand for aligners was incredibly resilient.  Revenue was 
unchanged in 2020 despite orthodontists and dentists being forced to close for a prolonged period of time.  This will 
result in easy comps through 2021. 

 

The Bad 
 The Delta variant could weigh on doctor visits (especially overseas).  Any sort of consumer fear stemming from the 

virus will most likely weigh on sentiment despite a strong company track record. 
 

 Smiles Direct is seeking to provide aligners to consumers at a much lower cost.  This lower cost could limit price 
increases for aligners, but the lack of professional care is already resulting in client complications. 
 

 The expectation for growth stemming from Asia is incredibly important to the future of the firm.  If new cases slow 
in China it will weigh on revenue and margin. 

 

The Value 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Adjusted Present Value

Equity SnapShot 5YR CAGR

Growth 6.50% 23.93% $473.11 8.19% 8.44% 8.69% 8.94% 9.19% 9.44% 9.69% 9.94% 10.19%

Discount 9.19% 5.50% $469.80 $433.29 $402.50 $376.19 $353.44 $333.58 $316.09 $300.57 $286.70

5.75% $514.92 $470.82 $434.22 $403.36 $376.98 $354.18 $334.27 $316.74 $301.18

Time 1 2 3 4 5 6.00% $570.33 $516.04 $471.84 $435.15 $404.22 $377.78 $354.92 $334.97 $317.39

Discount Factor 0.92127909 0.844859 0.765953 0.694439 0.62674706 6.25% $640.03 $571.58 $517.16 $472.86 $436.08 $405.08 $378.58 $355.67 $335.66

Free Cash Flow $459 $624 $819 $1,086 $1,382 6.50% $730.35 $641.44 $572.83 $518.28 $473.87 $437.02 $405.93 $379.37 $356.41

Discounted FCF $423 $527 $627 $754 $866 6.75% $852.03 $731.97 $642.86 $574.08 $519.41 $474.89 $437.95 $406.79 $380.17

Terminal Value $34,226 7.00% $1,024.84 $853.93 $733.59 $644.27 $575.33 $520.53 $475.91 $438.88 $407.65

7.25% $1,289.56 $1,027.14 $855.83 $735.21 $645.68 $576.58 $521.65 $476.93 $439.81

Enterprise Value $37,423 Leases 7.50% $1,746.12 $1,292.48 $1,029.44 $857.74 $736.83 $647.09 $577.83 $522.77 $477.94

Outstanding Debt $0 $50

Equity Value $37,423 $37,373 91.46%

Shares Outstanding 79.1 79.1 3.1x           

Share Price $473.11 $472.48 135.86%

Current Share Price $642.78

Sensitivity Analysis

Upside/Downside Capture

U/D Capture

FV Discount

Terminal 

Weight
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Amazon AMZN 
Market Cap. ROIC/WACC Industry 

$1,867.9B 1.6x Consumer Discretionary 

 

Company Description 
What began as Earth’s biggest bookstore has become Earth’s biggest everything store.  Expansion has propelled Amazon.com 
in innumerable directions.  While the website still offers millions of books, movies, games, music, and other items (ordered 
and delivered in as short as 1-day), the company has become much more.  It is the dominant cloud service provider, 
influential entertainment company, and recently grocer with the acquisition of Whole Foods.  Lastly, the firm has become a 
leader in digital personal assistant devices with Alexa and its Echo product line.       

 

The Good 
 Amazon dominates pretty much all facets of retail with only a few niche categories remaining.  This has created 

such buyer power that brand name retailers are begging to be sold directly through Amazon, increasing margins.  
Amazon is set on expanding this power to India and emerging markets. 
 

 Growth in general has been broad based for the firm and as high CAPEX of 2020 is lapped, margins are expected to 
increase.   

  

 Amazon Web Services is at the forefront of artificial intelligence and machine learning.  Revenue is growing at 35% 
with over 500K SMB clients reporting record sales.  This highlights the “need” of cloud servers and lays the ground 
work for growth and margin to expand. 

 

The Bad 
 Management is taking on more labor and overhead to meet the demands from e-commerce.  This will be a delicate 

balancing act as it runs the risk of overspending on something that could fade. 
 

 The FTC is gearing up to investigate the firm over fears that Amazon has too much power at the detriment of its 
competitors.  This could cause a catalyst of the firm divesting, but would also expose politicians to SMBs facing 
higher costs. 
 

 The higher freight rates and overall oil prices will most likely make it more expensive to distribute e-commerce.  
Fortunately, management now ships 75% of its own product limiting the freight exposure.   

 

The Value 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Adjusted Present Value

Equity SnapShot 5YR CAGR

Growth 4.75% 29.26% $4,081.60 5.99% 6.24% 6.49% 6.74% 6.99% 7.24% 7.49% 7.74% 7.99%

Discount 6.99% 3.75% $4,039.57 $3,653.11 $3,337.17 $3,074.07 $2,851.57 $2,660.94 $2,495.80 $2,351.35 $2,223.94

4.00% $4,533.57 $4,048.85 $3,661.45 $3,344.76 $3,081.02 $2,857.98 $2,666.89 $2,501.36 $2,356.56

Time 1 2 3 4 5 4.25% $5,169.52 $4,544.01 $4,058.12 $3,669.80 $3,352.34 $3,087.97 $2,864.39 $2,672.85 $2,506.91

Discount Factor 0.94069901 0.88046193 0.8142221 0.7527332 0.6930278 4.50% $6,018.88 $5,181.46 $4,554.45 $4,067.40 $3,678.14 $3,359.92 $3,094.91 $2,870.80 $2,678.80

Free Cash Flow $4,273 $23,436 $31,595 $48,155 $60,473 4.75% $7,210.73 $6,032.83 $5,193.40 $4,564.89 $4,076.67 $3,686.49 $3,367.50 $3,101.86 $2,877.22

Discounted FCF $4,020 $20,634 $25,726 $36,248 $41,909 5.00% $9,004.52 $7,227.48 $6,046.77 $5,205.34 $4,575.33 $4,085.95 $3,694.83 $3,375.09 $3,108.81

Terminal Value $1,962,315 5.25% $12,010.32 $9,025.50 $7,244.24 $6,060.71 $5,217.28 $4,585.77 $4,095.22 $3,703.17 $3,382.67

5.50% $18,083.27 $12,038.40 $9,046.49 $7,260.99 $6,074.66 $5,229.22 $4,596.21 $4,104.50 $3,711.52

Enterprise Value $2,090,852 Leases 5.75% $36,808.21 $18,125.67 $12,066.47 $9,067.47 $7,277.75 $6,088.60 $5,241.16 $4,606.65 $4,113.77

Outstanding Debt $32,500 $100,033

Equity Value $2,058,352 $1,990,819 93.85%

Shares Outstanding 504.3 504.3 22.4x             

Share Price $4,081.60 $3,947.69 90.70%

Current Share Price $3,701.81

Sensitivity Analysis

Upside/Downside Capture

U/D Capture

FV Discount

Terminal 

Weight
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Apple AAPL 
Market Cap. ROIC/WACC Industry 

$2.43T 5.0x Information Technology 

 

Company Description 
Ask Siri to name the most successful company in the world and it might respond: Apple.  In terms of profit, revenue, market 
capitalization, and consumer cache it certainly ranks right up there.  The iPhone, in its ninth and eighth generation, has been 
the company’s golden goose.  In addition to the iPhone, other familiar Apple products and services include MacBook 
computers and iPad tablets, as well as iTunes, the App store, and Apple Music.  Primarily a consumer-oriented company, 
Apple has inked alliances with IBM, Accenture, General Electric, and Cisco Systems to deepen its penetration of the enterprise 
market.  About 60% of revenues come from outside the Americas.           

 

The Good 
 While most know Apple for the iPhone, it’s the iOS that will drive the company forward.  The iOS operating system 

is growing over 27% and provides substantial barriers to entry all the while creating an annuity like stream of cash 
for the firm. 
 

 The more users on iOS only increase the network effect of the operating system.  This will give Apple the leverage 
with both buyers and suppliers of services as it constantly launches new iPhones, iPads, Macs, and iWatch.   

  

 Apple Pay is now outpacing Paypal in terms of currency and volume.  Lastly, management noted an increase in 
technology spending in the face of COVID that will benefit hardware. 
 

 The demand for subscriptions (i.e. Apple Podcasts) is creating a greater tailwind of margin expansion.  These types 
of revenue channels involve little hardware and exceptional scale overtime. 

 

The Bad 
 The iPhone 12 has been a successful launch with sales hitting 66% YoY growth.  However, this will create a higher 

bar in terms of future comps as this success is lapped. 
 

 Mac and the iPad will most likely see some headwinds given the amount of raw materials that goes into each 
respective product.  This stems from supply shortages and higher prices.  

 

The Value 

 
 

Equity SnapShot 5YR CAGR

Growth 3.50% 6.22% $111.99 6.62% 6.87% 7.12% 7.37% 7.62% 7.87% 8.12% 8.37% 8.62%

Discount 7.62% 2.50% $111.06 $105.48 $100.50 $96.04 $92.01 $88.35 $85.02 $81.98 $79.18

2.75% $117.62 $111.30 $105.71 $100.72 $96.24 $92.20 $88.53 $85.20 $82.14

Time 1 2 3 4 5 3.00% $125.08 $117.87 $111.54 $105.93 $100.93 $96.44 $92.39 $88.72 $85.37

Discount Factor 0.93535203 0.869868 0.799567 0.73527 0.6730345 3.25% $133.65 $125.35 $118.13 $111.78 $106.15 $101.14 $96.64 $92.58 $88.90

Free Cash Flow $83,774 $75,444 $80,645 $90,010 $97,237 3.50% $143.59 $133.94 $125.62 $118.38 $112.01 $106.38 $101.35 $96.84 $92.77

Discounted FCF $78,358 $65,626 $64,481 $66,181 $65,444 3.75% $155.27 $143.91 $134.23 $125.89 $118.63 $112.25 $106.60 $101.56 $97.04

Terminal Value $1,643,681 4.00% $169.17 $155.61 $144.22 $134.52 $126.16 $118.89 $112.49 $106.83 $101.78

4.25% $186.00 $169.54 $155.95 $144.53 $134.81 $126.43 $119.14 $112.73 $107.05

Enterprise Value $1,983,771 4.50% $206.81 $186.42 $169.92 $156.29 $144.85 $135.10 $126.71 $119.39 $112.97

Outstanding Debt $114,880

Equity Value $1,868,891 82.86%

Shares Outstanding 16,687.6 0.9x           

Share Price $111.99 130.04%

Current Share Price $145.64

Sensitivity Analysis

Upside/Downside Capture

U/D Capture

FV Discount

Terminal 

Weight
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Autozone Inc. AZO 
Market Cap. ROIC/WACC Industry 

$33.6B 3.6x Consumer Discretionary 

 

Company Description 
With 5,885 stores in the US, AutoZone is one of the nation’s leading auto parts chains.  It also has more than 620 stores in 
Mexico and about 35 in Brazil.  AutoZone stores sell failure parts (alternators, engines, batteries) maintenance items (oil, 
antifreeze), and discretionary merchandise and accessories (car stereos, floor mats)) under brands names and private labels.  
AutoZone’s commercial sales program provides credit and distributes parts and other products to garages, dealerships, and 
other businesses.  The company operates an electronic parts catalogue, Z-net, that provides a wide range of information on 
parts for employees and customers.           

 

The Good 
 Both DIY and DIFM growth is accelerating at 25% and 44%.  A portion of this growth stems from the stimulus checks 

received early in the year, but highlights the priority of spending on vehicles. 
 

 Management is currently seeing little issues with inventory and supply.  Modest price increases will be pushed 
throughout the year, but nothing abnormal. 

  
 The growth in EV will force the firm to adopt a new product set and clientele.  Management is one of the few auto 

parts providers that has the ability to quickly achieve scale with this new client. 

 

The Bad 
 Management has done an excellent job of building out its e-commerce presence.  Nonetheless, competitors such as 

AMZN will always be present and limit the ability to push prices higher. 
 

 Mother nature is an unfortunate variable that sales can fall victim to with little hedge in place.  Thus, a mild winter 
may prevent car maintenance as cold weather tends to highlight auto needs. 
 

 Assuming DIY takes a step back without any sort of stimulus, DIFM will be relied upon.  Currently, DIFM is growing 
faster, but is doing so at a lower margin. 

 

The Value 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Adjusted Present Value

Equity SnapShot 5YR CAGR

Growth 1.50% 4.40% $1,203.32 6.17% 6.42% 6.67% 6.92% 7.17% 7.42% 7.67% 7.92% 8.17%

Discount 7.17% 0.50% $1,192.48 $1,145.57 $1,102.47 $1,062.72 $1,025.95 $991.84 $960.11 $930.51 $902.85

0.75% $1,246.60 $1,195.24 $1,148.22 $1,105.01 $1,065.16 $1,028.30 $994.10 $962.29 $932.63

Time 1 2 3 4 5 1.00% $1,305.96 $1,249.49 $1,198.00 $1,150.86 $1,107.55 $1,067.60 $1,030.65 $996.37 $964.48

Discount Factor 0.9379161 0.87485 0.806238 0.743034 0.681442 1.25% $1,371.35 $1,308.99 $1,252.38 $1,200.77 $1,153.51 $1,110.08 $1,070.04 $1,033.00 $998.63

Free Cash Flow $1,886 $1,559 $1,534 $1,818 $2,023 1.50% $1,443.74 $1,374.53 $1,312.02 $1,255.27 $1,203.53 $1,156.16 $1,112.62 $1,072.48 $1,035.35

Discounted FCF $1,769 $1,364 $1,237 $1,351 $1,379 1.75% $1,524.32 $1,447.09 $1,377.71 $1,315.05 $1,258.16 $1,206.29 $1,158.80 $1,115.16 $1,074.92

Terminal Value $24,674 2.00% $1,614.56 $1,527.86 $1,450.45 $1,380.90 $1,318.08 $1,261.05 $1,209.05 $1,161.45 $1,117.70

2.25% $1,716.31 $1,618.31 $1,531.41 $1,453.80 $1,384.08 $1,321.11 $1,263.94 $1,211.82 $1,164.10

Enterprise Value $31,773 Leases 2.50% $1,831.92 $1,720.31 $1,622.07 $1,534.95 $1,457.16 $1,387.27 $1,324.14 $1,266.83 $1,214.58

Outstanding Debt $5,300 $8,300

Equity Value $26,473 $23,473 77.66%

Shares Outstanding 22.0 22.0 0.4x           

Share Price $1,203.32 $1,066.96 129.42%

Current Share Price $1,557.36

Sensitivity Analysis

Upside/Downside Capture

U/D Capture

FV Discount

Terminal 

Weight
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Brighthouse Financial Inc. BHF 
Market Cap. ROIC/WACC Industry 

$3.7B 2.3x Financials 

 

Company Description 
Brighthouse Financial Inc. provides insurance and investment management services.  The company offers shield, variable, 
guaranteed, income, and fixed annuities, as well as life insurance, retirement planning, and financial advisory services.  
Brighthouse Financial serves customers in the United States.           

 

The Good 
 Annuity sales increased 8% and 6% sequentially.  This predominantly took place in variable annuities as consumers 

shied away from fixed rates and provided more exposure to an appreciating equity market. 
 

 Life insurance (17% of revenue) benefits as interest rates rise.  This is especially the case as the yield curve steepens 
and provides the opportunity for management to invest premiums into higher yielding bonds. 

  

 Annuities and life insurance tend to be “sticky” products with penalties and higher rates if a contract is closed.  The 
ethics of this could easily be debated, but provides a stable base regardless of interest rates. 

 

The Bad 
 Annuities are incredibly opaque in terms of fees.  Fees can be anywhere from 1 – 10% of the annuity value on an 

annual basis.  This is incredibly expensive.  This is especially the case when comparing to investment management. 
 

 Annuities and life insurance are simply products.  These products have no fiduciary obligation and could quickly fall 
out of favor if consumers become aware of this fact. 
 

 A drop in yields across the board would be a net negative to the firm.  This would force premium dollars to be 
invested into a lower interest rate environment and thereby limit the net interest margin. 

 

The Value 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Adjusted Present Value

Equity SnapShot 5YR CAGR

Growth 0.25% -2.04% $97.01 6.50% 6.75% 7.00% 7.25% 7.50% 7.75% 8.00% 8.25% 8.50%

Discount 7.50% -0.75% $95.89 $92.28 $88.89 $85.72 $82.74 $79.94 $77.29 $74.80 $72.43

-0.50% $100.05 $96.17 $92.54 $89.15 $85.97 $82.98 $80.17 $77.52 $75.02

Time 1 2 3 4 5 -0.25% $104.52 $100.33 $96.44 $92.80 $89.40 $86.22 $83.22 $80.40 $77.75

Discount Factor 0.9345203 0.871111 0.809244 0.738744 0.675291 0.00% $109.32 $104.81 $100.62 $96.71 $93.07 $89.66 $86.46 $83.46 $80.64

Free Cash Flow $840 $918 $1,025 $1,054 $1,007 0.25% $114.52 $109.63 $105.10 $100.90 $96.99 $93.33 $89.91 $86.71 $83.70

Discounted FCF $785 $800 $830 $779 $680 0.50% $120.15 $114.84 $109.93 $105.40 $101.18 $97.26 $93.60 $90.17 $86.96

Terminal Value $9,405 0.75% $126.26 $120.48 $115.15 $110.24 $105.69 $101.46 $97.53 $93.86 $90.43

1.00% $132.93 $126.61 $120.81 $115.47 $110.54 $105.98 $101.75 $97.80 $94.12

Enterprise Value $13,278 Collateral 1.25% $140.24 $133.29 $126.95 $121.14 $115.79 $110.85 $106.28 $102.03 $98.08

Outstanding Debt $4,955 $7,868

Equity Value $8,323 $5,410 70.83%

Shares Outstanding 85.8 85.8 (3.3)x        

Share Price $97.01 $63.06 44.75%

Current Share Price $43.41

Sensitivity Analysis

Upside/Downside Capture

U/D Capture

FV Discount

Terminal 

Weight
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C.H. Robinson Worldwide Inc. CHRW 
Market Cap. ROIC/WACC Industry 

$12.3B 2.8x Industrials 

 

Company Description 
C.H. Robinson Worldwide is a third-party logistics (3PL) provider.  The company contracts with more than 76,000 carriers, 
including trucks, trains, ships, and airplanes, to arrange freight transportation for its 124,000-plus customers in the food and 
beverage, manufacturing, and retail industries.  Using its proprietary Navishpere platform, the company handles about 18 
million shipments annually.  Besides C.H. Robinson also offers logistics, supply chain management, and transportation 
management services.  It operates worldwide but generates about 85% of its revenue in the US.           

 

The Good 
 Revenue increased 26.3% as the demand for distribution across the world continues to rise post COVID.  COVID 

accelerated the trend towards e-commerce and has set the stage for long-term demand. 
 

 The spot market for distribution is near an all-time high on the back of demand.  Management has repriced 75% of 
its contracts at this elevated level and has laid the foundation for scale. 

  
 Navishpere (online pricing and scheduling for clients) permits 90% of management’s network to be autotomized.  

This is not only the future of freight, but also provides more exposure to the elevated spot market. 

 

The Bad 
 The volatile raw material market is creating a lot of risk between pricing and resulting freight.  Thus, management 

could underprice and yield little profit. 
 

 The 25% that did not reprice with management was allowed to fall off.  All else equal, this means less volume, but 
management was quick to point out the terms demanded would have been detrimental to finances. 
 

 Higher oil prices will weigh on 3PLs.  Management will need to incorporate this volatility into freight rates and a 
miscalculation would weigh on margin. 

 

The Value 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Adjusted Present Value

Equity SnapShot 5YR CAGR

Growth 1.75% 3.76% $109.39 5.46% 5.71% 5.96% 6.21% 6.46% 6.71% 6.96% 7.21% 7.46%

Discount 6.46% 0.75% $108.44 $103.85 $99.70 $95.93 $92.49 $89.34 $86.44 $83.76 $81.29

1.00% $113.79 $108.67 $104.07 $99.91 $96.12 $92.68 $89.52 $86.61 $83.93

Time 1 2 3 4 5 1.25% $119.77 $114.03 $108.90 $104.28 $100.11 $96.32 $92.86 $89.69 $86.78

Discount Factor 0.9452272 0.888968 0.826808 0.768301 0.710397 1.50% $126.51 $120.02 $114.27 $109.12 $104.50 $100.31 $96.51 $93.05 $89.87

Free Cash Flow $687 $823 $953 $873 $797 1.75% $134.15 $126.78 $120.28 $114.51 $109.35 $104.71 $100.52 $96.71 $93.23

Discounted FCF $649 $731 $788 $671 $566 2.00% $142.90 $134.44 $127.04 $120.53 $114.74 $109.57 $104.93 $100.72 $96.90

Terminal Value $12,243 2.25% $153.01 $143.21 $134.72 $127.31 $120.78 $114.98 $109.80 $105.14 $100.93

2.50% $164.83 $153.34 $143.51 $135.01 $127.58 $121.04 $115.22 $110.03 $105.36

Enterprise Value $15,649 Leases 2.75% $178.83 $165.19 $153.67 $143.82 $135.30 $127.85 $121.29 $115.46 $110.25

Outstanding Debt $1,100 $1,375

Equity Value $14,549 $14,274 78.24%

Shares Outstanding 133.0 133.0 7.6x           

Share Price $109.39 $107.32 84.67%

Current Share Price $92.62

Sensitivity Analysis

Upside/Downside Capture

U/D Capture

FV Discount

Terminal 

Weight



 
9 Titan Tear Sheet Summary 

Cadence Design Systems  CDNS 
Market Cap. ROIC/WACC Industry 

$38.3B 3.4x Information Technology 

 

Company Description 
Cadence Design Systems is a leader in electronic design, building upon more than 30 years of computational software 
expertise.  Customers use Cadence products to design integrated circuits (ICs), printed circuit boards (PCBs), smartphones, 
laptop computers, gaming systems, and more.  The company offers software, hardware, services and reusable IS design 
blocks, which are commonly referred to as intellectual property (IP).  The company also provides maintenance and support, 
and design and methodology consulting services.  International customers account for nearly 60% of the company’s sales.           

 

The Good 
 Revenue has and is growing north of 10%.  This growth is not only tied to the overall demand for semiconductors, 

but also a SaaS solution.  Clients can now design their own semiconductors using management’s SaaS. 
 

 90% of revenue is reoccurring.  In other words, the underlying fundamentals of growth are incredibly strong and 
provide a significant hedge against any unforeseen economic setback. 

  
 Technology demand in vehicles, Internet of Things (IoT), 5G, aerospace, etc. is opening whole new revenue channels 

for management to grow and scale. 

 

The Bad 
 Technology is undeniably growing faster than the rest of the economy.  However, with this growth comes 

competition, which will ultimately limit the amount of higher prices. 
 

 The amount of exposure to overseas markets could take a step back if economics are forced to close on the Delta 
variant.  Technology has proven the most resilient to COVID, but nonetheless a harsher environment would limie 
growth. 

 

The Value 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Adjusted Present Value

Equity SnapShot 5YR CAGR

Growth 4.00% 9.53% $106.32 6.57% 6.82% 7.07% 7.32% 7.57% 7.82% 8.07% 8.32% 8.57%

Discount 7.57% 3.00% $105.37 $99.40 $94.16 $89.53 $85.41 $81.71 $78.38 $75.36 $72.61

3.25% $112.48 $105.59 $99.61 $94.36 $89.71 $85.58 $81.88 $78.54 $75.51

Time 1 2 3 4 5 3.50% $120.74 $112.71 $105.81 $99.81 $94.55 $89.90 $85.75 $82.04 $78.69

Discount Factor 0.9353486 0.8708 0.801183 0.737248 0.675085 3.75% $130.47 $121.00 $112.95 $106.03 $100.02 $94.74 $90.08 $85.93 $82.20

Free Cash Flow $830 $945 $1,112 $1,245 $1,303 4.00% $142.09 $130.75 $121.25 $113.19 $106.25 $100.23 $94.94 $90.26 $86.10

Discounted FCF $776 $823 $891 $918 $880 4.25% $156.22 $142.40 $131.03 $121.51 $113.43 $106.48 $100.43 $95.13 $90.45

Terminal Value $25,652 4.50% $173.76 $156.56 $142.71 $131.31 $121.77 $113.67 $106.70 $100.64 $95.33

4.75% $196.12 $174.14 $156.90 $143.01 $131.59 $122.03 $113.90 $106.92 $100.85

Enterprise Value $29,939 5.00% $225.60 $196.55 $174.52 $157.24 $143.32 $131.87 $122.28 $114.14 $107.14

Outstanding Debt $350

Equity Value $29,589 85.68%

Shares Outstanding 278.3 1.3x           

Share Price $106.32 129.53%

Current Share Price $137.72

Sensitivity Analysis

Upside/Downside Capture

U/D Capture

FV Discount

Terminal 

Weight
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Church & Dwight Co. CHD 
Market Cap. ROIC/WACC Industry 

$21.1B 3.4x Consumer Staples 

 

Company Description 
Whether you call it sodium bicarbonate or plain old baking soda, Church & Dwight manufactures and markets a broad range 
of consumer household and personal care products and specialty products under the ARM & HAMMER brand and over 10 
other brands.  The company’s household products and specialty products include laundry detergent (the company’s top 
consumer business by sales), fabric softener sheets, cat litter, antiperspirants, oral care products, depilatories, reproductive 
health products, oral analgesics, nasal saline moisturizes, and dietary supplements.  Beyond ARM & HAMMER, the company’s 
top brands include XTRA and Oxiclean detergents, Nair depilatories, First Response pregnancy tests, Orajel toothpaste, L-il 
Critters, and Vitafusion gummy vitamin, SpinBrush toothbrushes, FLAWLESS hair removal products, and Trojan-brand 
condoms.  More than 80% of sales are from the US.           

 

The Good 
 50% of product sales come in the form of vitamins despite the consumer focus on brands such as Arm & Hammer.  

This creates a unique opportunity in a world defined by COVID.  Consumers will most likely become health 
conscience and vitamins are a perfect catalyst for that trend as well as American’s desire for pills.    
 

 Sales grew 6.4% as vitamins, condoms, pregnancy tests, and WATERPIK all accelerated in the face of the economy 
reopening.  This was especially the case for online sales. 

  
 Promotions are being reeled in as the growth in sales does not need to be aided by lower prices.  All else equal this 

will help margin and any unforeseen costs. 

 

The Bad 
 The industry of baking soda, detergent, and toothpaste is fairly commoditized.  Consumers can be fickle with brand 

preference and leave the industry susceptible to promotions and price wars.  
 

 The Texas freeze created a 100bp headwind to margin as higher raw material and freight costs weighed on 
financials.  Texas is resolved, but the overall higher freight market will be a concern. 
 

 Any sort of lockdown stemming from the Delta variant will weigh on sales outside of vitamins.   

 

The Value 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Adjusted Present Value

Equity SnapShot 5YR CAGR

Growth 1.75% 7.60% $90.04 5.02% 5.27% 5.52% 5.77% 6.02% 6.27% 6.52% 6.77% 7.02%

Discount 6.02% 0.75% $89.33 $84.90 $80.94 $77.37 $74.14 $71.21 $68.53 $66.07 $63.80

1.00% $94.52 $89.53 $85.09 $81.12 $77.54 $74.31 $71.36 $68.67 $66.21

Time 1 2 3 4 5 1.25% $100.39 $94.73 $89.73 $85.28 $81.30 $77.71 $74.47 $71.52 $68.82

Discount Factor 0.9489323 0.896619 0.836781 0.78079 0.725388 1.50% $107.10 $100.62 $94.94 $89.93 $85.47 $81.48 $77.88 $74.63 $71.67

Free Cash Flow $751 $911 $1,043 $1,116 $1,147 1.75% $114.84 $107.35 $100.84 $95.15 $90.12 $85.65 $81.65 $78.05 $74.79

Discounted FCF $713 $816 $873 $872 $832 2.00% $123.86 $115.10 $107.59 $101.07 $95.36 $90.32 $85.84 $81.83 $78.22

Terminal Value $19,797 2.25% $134.50 $124.14 $115.36 $107.83 $101.29 $95.57 $90.52 $86.03 $82.01

2.50% $147.26 $134.81 $124.42 $115.62 $108.07 $101.52 $95.78 $90.72 $86.22

Enterprise Value $23,903 2.75% $162.83 $147.60 $135.12 $124.70 $115.88 $108.31 $101.74 $95.99 $90.92

Outstanding Debt $1,825

Equity Value $22,078 82.82%

Shares Outstanding 245.2 3.5x           

Share Price $90.04 95.55%

Current Share Price $86.03

Sensitivity Analysis

Upside/Downside Capture

U/D Capture

FV Discount

Terminal 

Weight
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Citrix Systems   CTXS 
Market Cap. ROIC/WACC Industry 

$14.1B 4.1x Information Technology 

 

Company Description 
Software and devices from Citrix Systems make seamless connections between its customers’ computer systems and 
networks and their employees’ computer and mobile devices.  With Citrix products, PCs, IP phones, smartphones, and other 
devices can get remote and secure access to applications across wired and wireless networks.  Its product line includes 
application virtualization software (Citrix Virtual Apps and Desktops), network access devices (Citrix ADC), cloud computing 
connectivity, and mobility applications (Citrix Endpoint Management).  Citrix also offers managed online collaboration 
services for meetings, technical support, and remote desktop access. The US accounts for more than 50% of revenue.        

 

The Good 
 The modern employee is working remotely more and more often.  This remote location requires connectivity and 

seamless integration into an employer portal and other documents.  Citrix serves as this remote connector whether 
from home or working across the globe. 
 

 Integration into large corporations equip management with data stemming from loyalty programs to employee 
productivity.  This data is then monetized to create more efficient employees as well as promotions. 

  

 Subscriptions are growing at over 100% with ARR up 43%.  This not only highlights the transition from license to 
subscription, but also that re-occurring customers are trading up for more sophisticated products.  

 

The Bad 
 Management recently acquired Wrike (cross collaboration and app delivery) in a move that seems to be reactive 

from CRM acquiring Slack.  This seems indirect evidence that management knew they had some holes in their 
product offering and didn’t seek to engage until competition arose. 
 

 Management offered promotional licenses at the onset of COVID.  However, only a piece of this promotional 
business has stuck in 2021. 

 

 The combination of CRM and Slack creates a new competitor in the industry.  While the industry is growing at large, 
this could result in a promotion environment that limits margin growth.  

 

The Value 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Adjusted Present Value

Equity SnapShot 5YR CAGR

Growth 3.00% -0.24% $245.67 5.29% 5.54% 5.79% 6.04% 6.29% 6.54% 6.79% 7.04% 7.29%

Discount 6.29% 2.00% $243.41 $227.32 $213.35 $201.11 $190.30 $180.68 $172.06 $164.30 $157.27

2.25% $262.75 $243.96 $227.83 $213.83 $201.57 $190.73 $181.08 $172.45 $164.66

Time 1 2 3 4 5 2.50% $285.55 $263.35 $244.52 $228.35 $214.32 $202.02 $191.16 $181.49 $172.83

Discount Factor 0.9468906 0.892112 0.830068 0.772814 0.716159 2.75% $312.85 $286.21 $263.95 $245.08 $228.87 $214.80 $202.48 $191.58 $181.89

Free Cash Flow $808 $967 $1,096 $1,275 $1,274 3.00% $346.10 $313.57 $286.87 $264.56 $245.64 $229.39 $215.29 $202.93 $192.01

Discounted FCF $765 $863 $910 $985 $913 3.25% $387.51 $346.90 $314.29 $287.53 $265.16 $246.20 $229.91 $215.77 $203.38

Terminal Value $28,576 3.50% $440.48 $388.41 $347.70 $315.02 $288.18 $265.77 $246.76 $230.43 $216.26

3.75% $510.65 $441.50 $389.31 $348.51 $315.74 $288.84 $266.37 $247.31 $230.95

Enterprise Value $33,012 Leases 4.00% $608.01 $511.84 $442.53 $390.21 $349.31 $316.46 $289.50 $266.98 $247.87

Outstanding Debt $2,500 $2,701

Equity Value $30,512 $30,310 86.56%

Shares Outstanding 124.2 124.2 (11.3)x     

Share Price $245.67 $244.05 46.23%

Current Share Price $113.58

Sensitivity Analysis

Upside/Downside Capture

U/D Capture

FV Discount

Terminal 

Weight
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Clorox  CLX 
Market Cap. ROIC/WACC Industry 

$22.3B 6.4x Consumer Staples 

 

Company Description 
Althought Clorox may be best known for its namesake bleach, the leading consumer and professional products maker has a 
plethora of market-leading brands.  It sells laundry and cleaning items (Formula 409, Pine-Sol) as well as dressings and sauces 
(Hidden Valley, Soy Vay), charcoal (Kingsford, Match Light), plastic wrap and containers (Glad), and cat litters (Fresh Step, 
Scoop Away).  Other items include filtration systems (Brita), dietary supplements (Rainbow Light, Natural Vitality), and 
personal care items (Burt’s Bees).  Clorox makes and sells its products worldwide, although the US accounts for the most 
revenue by far.            

 

The Good 
 Management has proven to be one of the most, if not the most effective hedge against COVID.  While businesses 

closed, demand for wipes skyrocketed with revenue growing over 8%. 
 

 The lingering effects of COVID plus the risk of a Delta variant will incentivize consumers to pantry pack wipes.  Thus, 
the volume tailwind from COVID shows little signs of slowing.  

 

 Shares have nearly fallen to their pre-COVID level.  Thus, this proven hedge against COVID is discounted despite the 
number of Delta cases rising.  

 

The Bad 
 Management does employ a lot of resin in the production of their product lines.  Higher oil prices will result in 

higher raw materials costs.   
 

 Outside of wipes and other need based products (cleaning products), all other product lines would most likely take a 
step back in the face of COVID. 

 

The Value 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Adjusted Present Value

Equity SnapShot 5YR CAGR

Growth 1.25% 3.51% $207.81 3.82% 4.07% 4.32% 4.57% 4.82% 5.07% 5.32% 5.57% 5.82%

Discount 4.82% 0.25% $205.62 $193.03 $181.99 $172.23 $163.53 $155.74 $148.71 $142.34 $136.55

0.50% $220.63 $206.10 $193.48 $182.41 $172.62 $163.90 $156.09 $149.05 $142.67

Time 1 2 3 4 5 0.75% $238.07 $221.14 $206.58 $193.93 $182.83 $173.02 $164.28 $156.45 $149.38

Discount Factor 0.9586339 0.914742 0.862233 0.812632 0.762464 1.00% $258.61 $238.63 $221.66 $207.06 $194.38 $183.25 $173.42 $164.65 $156.80

Free Cash Flow $1,099 $883 $957 $1,119 $1,118 1.25% $283.14 $259.22 $239.19 $222.17 $207.54 $194.83 $183.67 $173.81 $165.03

Discounted FCF $1,054 $808 $825 $909 $852 1.50% $312.96 $283.81 $259.82 $239.74 $222.69 $208.02 $195.28 $184.10 $174.21

Terminal Value $24,203 1.75% $349.99 $313.70 $284.48 $260.43 $240.30 $223.21 $208.50 $195.72 $184.52

2.00% $397.19 $350.82 $314.44 $285.14 $261.04 $240.86 $223.72 $208.98 $196.17

Enterprise Value $28,652 Pension 2.25% $459.41 $398.13 $351.64 $315.18 $285.81 $261.65 $241.42 $224.24 $209.46

Outstanding Debt $2,800 $3,150

Equity Value $25,852 $25,502 84.47%

Shares Outstanding 124.4 124.4 6.6x           

Share Price $207.81 $205.00 86.11%

Current Share Price $178.95

Sensitivity Analysis

Upside/Downside Capture

U/D Capture

FV Discount

Terminal 

Weight
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Facebook FB 
Market Cap. ROIC/WACC Industry 

$998.3B 2.1x Communications 

 

Company Description 
When it comes to social networking, it’s wise to put your best face forward.  Facebook, the social networking juggernaut, lets 
users share information, post photos and videos, play games, and otherwise connect with one another through online profiles.  
The site, which allows outside developers to build apps that integrate with Facebook, boasts more than a billion total users.  
The firm was launched in 2004 by Harvard student Mark Zuckerberg as an online version of the Harvard Facebook.  In 2012 
Facebook began publicly trading after filing one of the largest IPOs in US history.                  

 

The Good 
 Revenue has accelerated coming out of COVID to 47.6%.  This was a welcome surprise as most thought a reopening 

of the economy would limit social media use. 
 

 Impressions remain strong at 12%, indicating the strength that SMB garners from digital advertising.  This highlights 
the value management brings to the table in a digital world dominated by e-commerce. 

 
 Management is piling more and more resources into AR/VR.  This technology is expected to provide consumers the 

ability to shop in store without actually being in the store.  This type of technology would be a massive boom to small 
businesses who cannot afford the breakthrough. 

 

The Bad 
 The US Government and the FTC have emerged as the biggest threat to management.  If the company is forced to 

break up, scale is lost, and it would shake SMB to the core. 
 

 Fears will always be present in terms of hacking and regulation limiting the ability for firms to collect data on 
individuals in the name of privacy. In addition, politicians will use FB to manipulate policies. 
 

 iOS 14 as well as European regulators are making it more difficult to collect consumer data.  All else equal this will 
increase the cost of collecting consumer insights. 

 

The Value 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Adjusted Present Value

Equity SnapShot 5YR CAGR

Growth 5.00% 20.53% $418.81 7.34% 7.59% 7.84% 8.09% 8.34% 8.59% 8.84% 9.09% 9.34%

Discount 8.34% 4.00% $415.25 $390.10 $368.22 $349.01 $332.02 $316.88 $303.30 $291.06 $279.96

4.25% $445.42 $416.12 $390.91 $368.97 $349.72 $332.69 $317.51 $303.90 $291.63

Time 1 2 3 4 5 4.50% $480.90 $446.36 $416.99 $391.71 $369.73 $350.43 $333.36 $318.14 $304.50

Discount Factor 0.928597827 0.858304202 0.784225 0.716562 0.651746 4.75% $523.22 $481.92 $447.30 $417.86 $392.52 $370.48 $351.14 $334.02 $318.77

Free Cash Flow $23,568 $28,926 $35,046 $38,283 $42,650 5.00% $574.59 $524.34 $482.94 $448.24 $418.73 $393.33 $371.24 $351.85 $334.69

Discounted FCF $21,885 $24,828 $27,484 $27,432 $27,797 5.25% $638.24 $575.83 $525.46 $483.96 $449.17 $419.60 $394.14 $371.99 $352.56

Terminal Value $874,044 5.50% $719.20 $639.63 $577.07 $526.58 $484.98 $450.11 $420.46 $394.95 $372.75

5.75% $825.61 $720.78 $641.02 $578.31 $527.70 $486.00 $451.05 $421.33 $395.75

Enterprise Value $1,003,469 Leases 6.00% $971.73 $827.44 $722.35 $642.41 $579.55 $528.82 $487.02 $451.99 $422.20

Outstanding Debt $0 $10,797

Equity Value $1,003,469 $992,672 87.10%

Shares Outstanding 2,396.0 2,396.0 8.6x           

Share Price $418.81 $414.30 84.07%

Current Share Price $352.09

Sensitivity Analysis

Upside/Downside Capture

U/D Capture

FV Discount

Terminal 

Weight
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Fortinet  FTNT 
Market Cap. ROIC/WACC Industry 

$41.9B 6.5x Information Technology 

 

Company Description 
Fortinet provides computer and network security through hardware and software products.  The company makes network 
security appliances (sold under its FortiGate line) and software that integrates antivirus, firewall, content filtering, intrusion 
prevention systems (IPS), and anti-spam functions to protect against computer viruses, worms, and inappropriate web content.  
Its FortiGuard subscription services offer continuous updates on all new threats to provide real-time network protection.  
Fortinet also makes its own specialized security computer processors.  They also offer complementary products that include its 
FortiManager security management and FortiAnalyzer event analysis systems.                

 

The Good 
 Cybersecurity spending is north of 10% and management serves as one of the foremost experts in the space.  Thus, 

products are being offered to both large and small corporations.   
 

 Billings are accelerating at 27% while revenue ticked up to 23%.  This is indicative of a business that is not only 
growing, but is growing at a faster and faster rate. 

 

 Management offers a holistic solution between network security, firewalls, and endpoint security.  The hybrid work 
environment will only demand more and more of these services. 

 

The Bad 
 The innovative nature of cyber criminals will consistently demand more and more R&D.  This will result in expense 

growth for the foreseeable future. 
 

 Any clients who fall victim to a cyberattack will be bad press for the firm and industry at large.  Thus, a lot is riding 
on management staying ahead of cyber criminals. 

 

The Value 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Adjusted Present Value

Equity SnapShot 5YR CAGR

Growth 4.50% 20.78% $211.99 6.25% 6.50% 6.75% 7.00% 7.25% 7.50% 7.75% 8.00% 8.25%

Discount 7.25% 3.50% $210.04 $194.02 $180.47 $168.85 $158.78 $149.97 $142.20 $135.29 $129.11

3.75% $229.77 $210.51 $194.45 $180.86 $169.22 $159.13 $150.29 $142.50 $135.58

Time 1 2 3 4 5 4.00% $253.89 $230.28 $210.97 $194.88 $181.26 $169.58 $159.47 $150.61 $142.80

Discount Factor 0.9383982 0.876075 0.80804 0.745653 0.684908 4.25% $284.04 $254.46 $230.80 $211.43 $195.30 $181.65 $169.95 $159.81 $150.93

Free Cash Flow $837 $830 $932 $1,089 $1,218 4.50% $322.80 $284.68 $255.03 $231.31 $211.90 $195.73 $182.04 $170.31 $160.15

Discounted FCF $785 $727 $753 $812 $834 4.75% $374.48 $323.53 $285.31 $255.59 $231.82 $212.36 $196.15 $182.43 $170.68

Terminal Value $31,707 5.00% $446.83 $375.33 $324.26 $285.95 $256.16 $232.33 $212.83 $196.58 $182.83

5.25% $555.35 $447.85 $376.18 $324.99 $286.59 $256.73 $232.84 $213.29 $197.00

Enterprise Value $35,619 5.50% $736.23 $556.63 $448.87 $377.03 $325.72 $287.23 $257.30 $233.35 $213.76

Outstanding Debt $1,000

Equity Value $34,619 89.02%

Shares Outstanding 163.3 3.7x           

Share Price $211.99 121.25%

Current Share Price $257.04

Sensitivity Analysis

Upside/Downside Capture

U/D Capture

FV Discount

Terminal 

Weight
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FOX   FOX 
Market Cap. ROIC/WACC Industry 

$20.5B 8.4x Communications 

 

Company Description 
FOX Corporation operates an entertainment company.  The Company produces and licenses news, sports, and entertainment 
content for distribution through cable television systems, direct broadcast satellite operators, telecommunications companies, 
and online video distributors.  Fox also manages broadcast studios, theaters, editing bays, sound stages, and other production 
facilities.                  

 

The Good 
 Management’s focus is on sports and entertainment.  A strong relationship with the NFL (next 12 Super Bowls) is 

helping offset cord cutting as streaming platforms must pay a license to stream the NFL.    
 

 Tubi is management’s streaming service.  It is still in its infancy, but management acknowledges the focus is now 
shifting to time watched to draw ads rather than a specific time slot on the nightly news. 

 

 Advertising revenue historically gets a bump when it comes to election season.  The 2022 midterms are right around 
the corner and this will serve as a catalyst for increased ad spending. 

 

The Bad 
 News in general is increasingly shifting to partisan entertainment and runs the risk of alienating a large constituency 

of the American audience.  
 

 It is a matter of time before streaming services begin to offer more and more live sports.  This was most recently seen 
with AMZN agreeing to stream Thursday Night Football and setting the stage for more competition. 
 

 Like all cable companies, management has been slow to adopt streaming.  This was a miscalculation on their part and 
possibly indicates an executive team lacking innovation. 

 

The Value 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Adjusted Present Value

Equity SnapShot 5YR CAGR

Growth 1.00% #DIV/0! $55.97 6.62% 6.87% 7.12% 7.37% 7.62% 7.87% 8.12% 8.37% 8.62%

Discount 7.62% 0.00% $55.39 $53.38 $51.50 $49.76 $48.13 $46.60 $45.17 $43.82 $42.55

0.25% $57.70 $55.53 $53.51 $51.63 $49.88 $48.25 $46.72 $45.28 $43.93

Time 1 2 3 4 5 0.50% $60.21 $57.85 $55.67 $53.64 $51.76 $50.01 $48.37 $46.83 $45.39

Discount Factor 0.9334111 0.867204 0.797888 0.731395 0.668614 0.75% $62.93 $60.36 $57.99 $55.80 $53.78 $51.89 $50.13 $48.49 $46.95

Free Cash Flow $2,078 $945 $2,495 $2,832 $1,791 1.00% $65.89 $63.08 $60.51 $58.14 $55.94 $53.91 $52.02 $50.26 $48.61

Discounted FCF $1,940 $820 $1,991 $2,071 $1,197 1.25% $69.12 $66.05 $63.24 $60.66 $58.28 $56.08 $54.04 $52.15 $50.38

Terminal Value $18,276 1.50% $72.67 $69.29 $66.21 $63.39 $60.81 $58.42 $56.22 $54.18 $52.28

1.75% $76.59 $72.85 $69.46 $66.38 $63.55 $60.96 $58.57 $56.36 $54.31

Enterprise Value $26,296 Leases 2.00% $80.93 $76.78 $73.03 $69.63 $66.54 $63.71 $61.11 $58.71 $56.50

Outstanding Debt $8,000 $9,200

Equity Value $18,296 $17,096 69.50%

Shares Outstanding 326.9 326.9 (7.2)x        

Share Price $55.97 $52.30 64.91%

Current Share Price $36.33

Sensitivity Analysis

Upside/Downside Capture

U/D Capture

FV Discount

Terminal 

Weight
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Hologic  HOLX 
Market Cap. ROIC/WACC Industry 

$17.2B 2.6x Healthcare 

 

Company Description 
Hologic develops, manufactures, and supplies a variety of women’s health products focused on five areas: breast health, 
diagnostics, medical aesthetics, gynecological surgical health, and skeletal health.  Its offerings include the Aptima line of 
diagnostics tests. In addition, The Dimensions 3D mammography platform, the ThinPrep Pap test for cervical cancer 
screening, the NovaSure System to treat excessive bleeding, and the Fluoroscan Mini C-arm Imaging system used to guide 
doctors during orthopedic surgery.  Hologic sells its products to hospitals and clinical labs worldwide.  Overall, the company 
generates the majority of its revenue from in the US.  

 

The Good 
 Management has led the way in PCR testing for COVID.  This has resulted in a $2B tailwind and the ongoing 

hotspots and variants will keep growth on a strong trajectory. 
 

 Breast cancer is unfortunately a perpetual problem for women averaging ~130 cases/100K women.  This problem 
provides a steady stream of diagnostic and surgical demand for management. 

 

 COVID limited surgeries and diagnostic checks in 2020.  Whatever revenue is lost from COVID testing is more than 
expected to be made up for in patients returning to healthcare facilities. 

 

The Bad 
 Revenue could get volatile as 2021 progresses.  COVID testing will be lapped, but so will the low bar of clinicians 

seeing patients. 
 

 Any sort of Delta variant that prevents women from going to see their respective doctor will be a headwind.  
Telehealth with offset, but orthopedic surgery generates above average margin for the firm. 

 

The Value 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Adjusted Present Value

Equity SnapShot 5YR CAGR

Growth 1.50% 6.90% $67.96 6.76% 7.01% 7.26% 7.51% 7.76% 8.01% 8.26% 8.51% 8.76%

Discount 7.76% 0.50% $67.42 $65.27 $63.28 $61.43 $59.70 $58.09 $56.59 $55.18 $53.85

0.75% $69.90 $67.56 $65.40 $63.41 $61.55 $59.82 $58.21 $56.70 $55.29

Time 1 2 3 4 5 1.00% $72.59 $70.04 $67.70 $65.54 $63.53 $61.67 $59.94 $58.33 $56.81

Discount Factor 0.9334329 0.866786 0.797713 0.732618 0.669569 1.25% $75.52 $72.74 $70.19 $67.84 $65.67 $63.66 $61.80 $60.06 $58.44

Free Cash Flow $2,008 $1,549 $1,124 $935 $1,335 1.50% $78.74 $75.68 $72.89 $70.33 $67.98 $65.81 $63.79 $61.92 $60.18

Discounted FCF $1,874 $1,342 $896 $685 $894 1.75% $82.27 $78.90 $75.84 $73.04 $70.48 $68.12 $65.94 $63.92 $62.05

Terminal Value $14,495 2.00% $86.18 $82.45 $79.07 $76.00 $73.19 $70.62 $68.26 $66.07 $64.05

2.25% $90.52 $86.36 $82.62 $79.23 $76.16 $73.35 $70.77 $68.40 $66.21

Enterprise Value $20,188 Leases 2.50% $95.37 $90.71 $86.54 $82.79 $79.40 $76.31 $73.50 $70.91 $68.54

Outstanding Debt $2,775 $2,900

Equity Value $17,413 $17,288 71.80%

Shares Outstanding 256.2 256.2 2.1x           

Share Price $67.96 $67.48 98.80%

Current Share Price $67.15

Sensitivity Analysis

Upside/Downside Capture

U/D Capture

FV Discount

Terminal 

Weight



 
17 Titan Tear Sheet Summary 

HP Inc  HPQ 
Market Cap. ROIC/WACC Industry 

$34.4B 12.6x Information Technology 

 

Company Description 
Just about every office, from home to big business has two basic items: a computer and printer.  That’s pretty much the 
business of HP Inc., one of two companies created from the breakup of Hewlett-Packard Co. in 2015.  HP makes a full line of 
computing devices from desktops and laptops for commercial and consumer use to tablets and point-of-sale systems.  Its 
printers include large format commercial printers and inkjet and laser printers as well as 3D printers.  And do not forget 
printer supplies such as ink cartridges.  HP ranks as one of the top two PC makers and the No. 1 printer company in the 
world.  

 

The Good 
 Computer gaming has been the name of the game driving revenue growth of 72%.  This also comes on easy comps, 

but consumer demand shows little signs of stopping.   
 

 Printing is also showing strength, up 10%.  This is a welcome surprise and a revenue channel that should benefit as 
office buildings return to some sense of normalcy. 

 

 Computers have shifted to a staple product from a discretionary product.  While a recession would weigh on 
demand, it would not be nearly as material as it would have been 20 years ago. 

 

The Bad 
 The average selling price (ASP) has been on the rise and will have a hard time keeping up this pace.  Nonetheless, 

this pace will be needed to offset resin costs. 
 

 Supply lines are running thin from COVID restrictions.  This exposes the firm to paying more for raw materials 
without the ability to raise prices in a timely fashion.   
 

 Computers and printers are fairly commoditized.  Thus, little in terms of differentiation can be offered between 
competitors. 

 

The Value 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Adjusted Present Value

Equity SnapShot 5YR CAGR

Growth 0.25% 1.94% $37.68 7.44% 7.69% 7.94% 8.19% 8.44% 8.69% 8.94% 9.19% 9.44%

Discount 8.44% -0.75% $37.37 $36.48 $35.65 $34.87 $34.12 $33.42 $32.75 $32.12 $31.52

-0.50% $38.38 $37.44 $36.56 $35.72 $34.94 $34.19 $33.49 $32.82 $32.18

Time 1 2 3 4 5 -0.25% $39.46 $38.46 $37.52 $36.63 $35.79 $35.00 $34.26 $33.55 $32.88

Discount Factor 0.9280988 0.856849 0.781512 0.714151 0.648009 0.00% $40.62 $39.54 $38.54 $37.59 $36.70 $35.86 $35.07 $34.33 $33.62

Free Cash Flow $3,143 $4,159 $4,006 $3,439 $4,731 0.25% $41.85 $40.70 $39.62 $38.62 $37.67 $36.78 $35.94 $35.14 $34.39

Discounted FCF $2,917 $3,564 $3,130 $2,456 $3,066 0.50% $43.18 $41.94 $40.78 $39.70 $38.69 $37.74 $36.85 $36.01 $35.21

Terminal Value $37,535 0.75% $44.60 $43.27 $42.02 $40.87 $39.78 $38.77 $37.82 $36.92 $36.08

1.00% $46.13 $44.69 $43.35 $42.11 $40.95 $39.86 $38.85 $37.89 $36.99

Enterprise Value $52,667 Pension 1.25% $47.79 $46.23 $44.78 $43.44 $42.20 $41.03 $39.94 $38.92 $37.97

Outstanding Debt $5,700 $7,334

Equity Value $46,967 $45,333 71.27%

Shares Outstanding 1,246.6 1,246.6 (5.9)x        

Share Price $37.68 $36.37 74.82%

Current Share Price $28.19

Sensitivity Analysis

Upside/Downside Capture

U/D Capture

FV Discount

Terminal 

Weight
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Lockheed Martin  LMT 
Market Cap. ROIC/WACC Industry 

$104.9B 2.8x Industrials 

 

Company Description 
A leading global military contractor, Lockheed Martin supplies just about all kinds of aircraft to government and commercial 
customers.  The US government is Lockheed’s biggest customer, accounting for about 75% of revenue (the Department of 
Defense alone accounts for nearly 65%).  It makes combat aircraft, unmanned aircraft, helicopters, satellites, and spacecraft, 
as well as ship and submarine combat technology and missiles and missile defense systems.  Lockheed’s flagship F-35 jet 
fighter accounts for about 30% of sales.  In late 2020, Lockheed Martin agreed to acquire Aerojet Rocketdyne for $4.6B.                         

 

The Good 
 The renewed push into space has resulted in revenue from space exploration growing north of 10%.  This is roughly 

20% of management, but carries the highest margins. 
 

 The barriers to entry in aerospace are huge and create a massive advantage for the firm.  The relationship with the 
world’s largest defense spender also provides a stable tailwind of growth. 

 
 The bulk of work management does is cost plus.  Thus, in the event costs exceed the projected budget set by the 

contractor, the client must reimburse the contractor. 

 

The Bad 
 Despite management reporting no inventory issues, the increasing cost of metal may limit the amount of aerospace 

construction in the short run. 
 

 The F-35, F-22, and F-15 will play a part in defense.  However, more and more focus is shifting to cybersecurity as 
the day of missiles and men become a memory. 
 

 The US budget plays a large part in how fast the firm will grow.  Thus, politics can come into play and ultimately hurt 
revenue growth. 

 

The Value 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Adjusted Present Value

Equity SnapShot 5YR CAGR

Growth 2.75% 10.04% $564.21 6.71% 6.96% 7.21% 7.46% 7.71% 7.96% 8.21% 8.46% 8.71%

Discount 7.71% 1.75% $559.26 $535.10 $513.15 $493.12 $474.77 $457.90 $442.33 $427.92 $414.55

2.00% $587.29 $560.50 $536.27 $514.27 $494.19 $475.80 $458.88 $443.28 $428.84

Time 1 2 3 4 5 2.25% $618.47 $588.60 $561.74 $537.45 $515.39 $495.27 $476.83 $459.87 $444.23

Discount Factor 0.9337861 0.86915 0.798494 0.733258 0.669943 2.50% $653.35 $619.84 $589.90 $562.97 $538.63 $516.52 $496.34 $477.86 $460.86

Free Cash Flow $5,527 $8,679 $6,061 $6,010 $10,183 2.75% $692.63 $654.80 $621.22 $591.20 $564.21 $539.81 $517.64 $497.42 $478.89

Discounted FCF $5,161 $7,544 $4,840 $4,407 $6,822 3.00% $737.20 $694.18 $656.26 $622.60 $592.50 $565.45 $540.99 $518.77 $498.49

Terminal Value $141,320 3.25% $788.22 $738.86 $695.73 $657.72 $623.97 $593.81 $566.68 $542.16 $519.89

3.50% $847.18 $789.99 $740.51 $697.28 $659.18 $625.35 $595.11 $567.92 $543.34

Enterprise Value $170,093 Pension 3.75% $916.10 $849.09 $791.77 $742.16 $698.83 $660.63 $626.72 $596.41 $569.16

Outstanding Debt $13,300 $38,088

Equity Value $156,793 $132,005 83.08%

Shares Outstanding 277.9 277.9 (14.4)x     

Share Price $564.21 $475.01 66.85%

Current Share Price $377.15

Sensitivity Analysis

Upside/Downside Capture

U/D Capture

FV Discount

Terminal 

Weight
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MarketAxess Holdings Inc. MKTX 
Market Cap. ROIC/WACC Industry 

$17.4B 4.3x Financials 

 

Company Description 
A little creative spelling never got in the way of a good bond trade.  MarketAxess offers an electronic multi-dealer platform for 
institutional traders buying and selling US corporate, high-yield, and emerging market bonds, as well as Eurobonds.  Over 1,700 
institutional investors and broker-dealer firms are active users of the company’s patent trading technology.  The company also 
provides real-time ability to view indicative prices from its broker-dealer clients’ inventory available on its platform, access to 
real-time pricing information and analytical tools available through its Corporate BondTicker service.  Majority of its revenue 
are in the US.   

 

The Good 
 Management brings transparency and sophistication to an industry long overdue.  Bond trading has historically been 

done over the phone and resulted in time wasted as well as opaque pricing. 
 

 Volumes remain strong on the back of debt issuance.  This along with hybrid work will force more and more of the 
fixed income universe to adopt technology. 

 
 Management is building its own clearing house and growing its presence in non-US debt.  This not only cuts costs, but 

brings a much higher margin compared to US debt.  

 

The Bad 
 To stay ahead of the innovation curve, management has seen expenses actually grow faster than revenue as of late.  

This has limited margin expansion. 
 

 Competitors are slowly emerging in the form of TradeWeb.  So far peers are trailing in terms of sophistication, but 
this could quickly change given the dynamic nature of the industry.   
 

 Rising interest rates seems to have slowed secondary transactions.  All else equal, less trading volume is a headwind 
for the industry at large. 

 

The Value 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Adjusted Present Value

Equity SnapShot 5YR CAGR

Growth 4.00% N/A $353.06 5.91% 6.16% 6.41% 6.66% 6.91% 7.16% 7.41% 7.66% 7.91%

Discount 6.91% 3.00% $350.06 $325.67 $304.85 $286.87 $271.20 $257.41 $245.18 $234.26 $224.46

3.25% $379.86 $350.81 $326.36 $305.49 $287.47 $271.76 $257.93 $245.67 $234.73

Time 1 2 3 4 5 3.50% $415.84 $380.68 $351.56 $327.05 $306.13 $288.06 $272.31 $258.45 $246.17

Discount Factor 0.9410879 0.881493736 0.816069 0.755525 0.696235 3.75% $460.16 $416.75 $381.50 $352.31 $327.73 $306.76 $288.66 $272.87 $258.98

Free Cash Flow $335 $377 $420 $349 $475 4.00% $516.07 $461.16 $417.65 $382.32 $353.06 $328.42 $307.40 $289.25 $273.43

Discounted FCF $315 $332 $342 $264 $331 4.25% $588.82 $517.21 $462.17 $418.56 $383.14 $353.80 $329.11 $308.04 $289.85

Terminal Value $11,831 4.50% $687.37 $590.13 $518.35 $463.18 $419.46 $383.96 $354.55 $329.80 $308.68

4.75% $828.40 $688.92 $591.44 $519.49 $464.19 $420.36 $384.77 $355.30 $330.49

Enterprise Value $13,416 5.00% $1,046.92 $830.28 $690.46 $592.76 $520.63 $465.20 $421.27 $385.59 $356.05

Outstanding Debt $0

Equity Value $13,416 88.19%

Shares Outstanding 38.0 2.5x           

Share Price $353.06 130.01%

Current Share Price $459.00

Sensitivity Analysis

Upside/Downside Capture

U/D Capture

FV Discount

Terminal 

Weight
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Masco Corp. MAS 
Market Cap. ROIC/WACC Industry 

$15.0B 3.5x Industrials 

 

Company Description 
Masco’s ideal customer is a home improvement junkie with a thing for cabinets and plumbing fixtures.  It is a leading 
manufacturer of a variety of home improvement and building products, with cabinet and plumbing products accounting for 
more than 60% of its sales.  Cabinet brands include KraftMaid, Cardell, Quality Cabinets, and Merillat in the US and The Moores 
Group in Europe.  Faucets and bath and shower accessories are sold under the Delta and Peerless brands in the US and as 
Hansgrophe in Europe.  Masco also makes BEHR paints and stains, windows, doors, staple guns, locksets, and HVAC products.  
It spun off its installation services business as TopBuild in 2015.   

 

The Good 
 Sales are up 25% as consumers allocate leisure spending to home renovation projects.  This spending is showing little 

signs of slowing as the number of homes being purchased/renovated remains elevated. 
 

 More and more consumers are purchasing homes for the first time.  This comes as people leave metropolitan areas 
for suburbia.  This is creating a whole new buyer looking to renovate their first home.   

 
 Plumbing and Decorative are 90% remodels.  Thus, if interest rates were to rise and new homes stumbled, 

management has limited exposure to this channel. 

 

The Bad 
 Tariffs are affecting nearly 25% of the total cost structure.  Management is in the process of restructuring supply 

lines, but at the very least will introduce ongoing elevated logistic cost. 
 

 BEHR focuses more on the do-it-yourself segment.  While this has worked in the past, rising oil could cause higher 
prices for the consumer to embrace.  
 

 Tight supply lines will force higher costs of which will have to passed on to maintain margin.  Fortunately, 
management has supplier penalties in place to offset elevated purchase order estimates. 

  

The Value 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Adjusted Present Value

Equity SnapShot 5YR CAGR

Growth 2.25% 0.13% $68.08 6.63% 6.88% 7.13% 7.38% 7.63% 7.88% 8.13% 8.38% 8.63%

Discount 7.63% 1.25% $67.52 $64.80 $62.30 $60.01 $57.89 $55.94 $54.13 $52.44 $50.87

1.50% $70.68 $67.68 $64.94 $62.44 $60.14 $58.02 $56.06 $54.25 $52.56

Time 1 2 3 4 5 1.75% $74.15 $70.84 $67.83 $65.09 $62.58 $60.27 $58.15 $56.19 $54.37

Discount Factor 0.9338247 0.867458 0.796041 0.730102 0.666164 2.00% $78.01 $74.32 $71.00 $67.98 $65.23 $62.72 $60.41 $58.28 $56.31

Free Cash Flow $913 $1,077 $1,211 $1,232 $1,244 2.25% $82.30 $78.18 $74.49 $71.16 $68.13 $65.38 $62.86 $60.54 $58.41

Discounted FCF $852 $935 $964 $899 $829 2.50% $87.11 $82.48 $78.36 $74.66 $71.31 $68.28 $65.52 $62.99 $60.67

Terminal Value $15,736 2.75% $92.54 $87.31 $82.67 $78.54 $74.82 $71.47 $68.43 $65.67 $63.13

3.00% $98.72 $92.75 $87.50 $82.86 $78.71 $74.99 $71.63 $68.59 $65.81

Enterprise Value $20,215 Pension 3.25% $105.81 $98.94 $92.96 $87.70 $83.04 $78.89 $75.16 $71.79 $68.74

Outstanding Debt $2,935 $3,485

Equity Value $17,280 $16,730 77.84%

Shares Outstanding 253.8 253.8 5.6x           

Share Price $68.08 $65.92 86.89%

Current Share Price $59.16

Sensitivity Analysis

Upside/Downside Capture

U/D Capture

FV Discount

Terminal 

Weight
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MasterCard MA 
Market Cap. ROIC/WACC Industry 

$386.8B 4.1x Information Technology 

 

Company Description 
Surpassing Visa in market share, now that would be priceless.  Serving about 22,000 member financial institutions around the 
world, MasterCard is the #2 payment system in the US.  The company does not issue credit or its namesake cards; rather, it 
markets the MasterCard (credit, debit, and prepaid cards) and Maestro (debit and prepaid cards, mainly in Europe) brands, 
provides a transaction authorization network, establishes guidelines for the US and collects fees from members.  The 
company provides its services in more than 210 countries and territories, and its cards are accepted at more than 35 million 
locations around the globe.  MasterCard also operates the Cirrus ATM network.                         

 

The Good 
 Spending plummeted as COVID took hold, but the most recent trends highlight that spending has stabilized and 

ticking back up. 
 

 MasterCard accrues a large amount of consumer data in terms of purchasing information.  This will continue to be 
monetized and create a diversified stream of revenue outside of payments. 
 

 China and India have been slow to adopt payment systems, relying more on paper and crypto currency.  However, 
the tides are beginning to change and will provide a huge tailwind for the payment industry. 

 

The Bad 
 Regulation such as the Durbin Amendment has increased the costs of maintaining electronic payment systems, but 

merchants have thus far been able to pass on this cost to consumers. 
 

 Cross border transactions yield the highest take rate for management.  As long as international travel is limited so 
will the growth of the firm. 
 

 Expense growth is currently outpacing revenue growth.  This comes with high infrastructure spending, but a lack of 
cross border volumes offsetting. 

 

The Value 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Adjusted Present Value

Equity SnapShot 5YR CAGR

Growth 4.00% 9.62% $181.36 7.87% 8.12% 8.37% 8.62% 8.87% 9.12% 9.37% 9.62% 9.87%

Discount 8.87% 3.00% $179.86 $172.18 $165.21 $158.86 $153.05 $147.71 $142.80 $138.25 $134.04

3.25% $188.78 $180.24 $172.54 $165.55 $159.19 $153.36 $148.02 $143.09 $138.54

Time 1 2 3 4 5 3.50% $198.72 $189.18 $180.62 $172.90 $165.90 $159.52 $153.68 $148.32 $143.38

Discount Factor 0.92423112 0.850269 0.772598 0.702464 0.635323 3.75% $209.87 $199.15 $189.59 $181.01 $173.27 $166.25 $159.85 $154.00 $148.63

Free Cash Flow $7,667 $8,304 $9,508 $10,400 $11,513 4.00% $222.45 $210.32 $199.57 $189.99 $181.39 $173.63 $166.59 $160.18 $154.32

Discounted FCF $7,086 $7,061 $7,346 $7,305 $7,314 4.25% $236.78 $222.93 $210.77 $200.00 $190.39 $181.77 $173.99 $166.94 $160.51

Terminal Value $156,175 4.50% $253.23 $237.29 $223.41 $211.22 $200.42 $190.79 $182.15 $174.36 $167.28

4.75% $272.31 $253.78 $237.80 $223.89 $211.67 $200.85 $191.20 $182.53 $174.72

Enterprise Value $192,287 Leases 5.00% $294.72 $272.91 $254.33 $238.32 $224.38 $212.12 $201.27 $191.60 $182.92

Outstanding Debt $14,025 $14,606

Equity Value $178,262 $177,681 81.22%

Shares Outstanding 982.9 982.9 (0.4)x       

Share Price $181.36 $180.77 215.05%

Current Share Price $390.03

Sensitivity Analysis

Upside/Downside Capture

U/D Capture

FV Discount

Terminal 

Weight
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NortonLifelock  NLOK 
Market Cap. ROIC/WACC Industry 

$15.2B 3.0x Information Technology 

 

Company Description 
NortonLifelock has the largest Consumer Cyber Safety platform in the world.  It helps prevent, detect, and restore potential 
damages caused by many cyber criminals.  The company’s Norton Security and LifeLock Identity Theft Protection products 
help consumers protect their devices, identities, online privacy, and home networks.  The company has more than 80 million 
users.  It also sells subscription-based Cyber Security solutions primarily direct-to-consumer through its Norton and Avira 
websites, and indirectly through partner relationships with retailers, telecom service providers, hardware original equipment 
manufacturers (OEMs), and employee benefit providers.  Over 70% of the revenue comes from the Americas region.   

 

The Good 
 The growth in cyber crime is not only effecting corporations, but consumers as well.  Management is now growing 

near 10% with a prolonged growth rate north of 10%. 
 

 The total market for consumer cybersecurity is $13B, growing at 6%.  Penetration only stands at 1.6% and provides 
substantial upside to capture additional market share. 
 

 Whether Norton, Lifelock, Avira, or Avast, management is moving towards a subscription agreement.  This will not 
only provide an annuity like cashflow, but a cashflow with less overhead.   

 

The Bad 
 Consumers in general tend to treat their security like their diet.  The historical adoption rate of consumers has been 

slow, but a recent uptick in cybercrime should accelerate this trend. 
 

 Management has a track record of acquisitions.  While this is not necessarily a bad thing it seems to be more 
indicative of outside solutions rather than organic. 
 

 Consumers will be price conscious and constant competition will limit price increases.     

 

The Value 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Adjusted Present Value

Equity SnapShot 5YR CAGR

Growth 2.75% -6.66% $66.17 5.68% 5.93% 6.18% 6.43% 6.68% 6.93% 7.18% 7.43% 7.68%

Discount 6.68% 1.75% $65.62 $62.02 $58.83 $55.99 $53.43 $51.11 $49.01 $47.10 $45.34

2.00% $69.86 $65.77 $62.16 $58.97 $56.11 $53.54 $51.22 $49.12 $47.20

Time 1 2 3 4 5 2.25% $74.72 $70.02 $65.92 $62.30 $59.10 $56.23 $53.66 $51.34 $49.23

Discount Factor 0.9439098 0.8850638 0.8205352 0.7616141 0.7025671 2.50% $80.35 $74.89 $70.18 $66.06 $62.44 $59.23 $56.36 $53.78 $51.45

Free Cash Flow $1,364 $1,491 $1,598 $1,708 $1,917 2.75% $86.93 $80.53 $75.06 $70.34 $66.21 $62.58 $59.36 $56.48 $53.90

Discounted FCF $1,288 $1,319 $1,311 $1,301 $1,347 3.00% $94.74 $87.13 $80.71 $75.23 $70.49 $66.36 $62.72 $59.49 $56.61

Terminal Value $35,182 3.25% $104.16 $94.96 $87.33 $80.89 $75.40 $70.65 $66.51 $62.86 $59.62

3.50% $115.74 $104.40 $95.18 $87.53 $81.08 $75.57 $70.81 $66.65 $63.00

Enterprise Value $41,747 Convert 3.75% $130.33 $116.01 $104.64 $95.39 $87.72 $81.26 $75.74 $70.97 $66.80

Outstanding Debt $3,375 $3,375

Equity Value $38,372 $38,372 84.27%

Shares Outstanding 579.9 610.5 (5.4)x        

Share Price $66.17 $62.85 39.50%

Current Share Price $26.14

Sensitivity Analysis

Upside/Downside Capture

U/D Capture

FV Discount

Terminal 

Weight
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Phillip Morris PM 
Market Cap. ROIC/WACC Industry 

$155.3B 4.6x Consumer Staples 

 

Company Description 
Phillip Morris is quitting smoking: The cigarette company is on the long path to a smoke-free product portfolio.  In the 
meantime, however, Phillip Morris International (PMI) is still one of the world’s leading cigarette manufacturers.  Despite 
being US-based, its sales presence is entirely non-US.  Its biggest brands are Marlboro (the world’s #1-selling cigarette), which 
accounts for over 35% of PMI’s total shipment volume, L&M, and Bond Street.  Top local brands include Fortune, Sampoerna, 
and Dji Sam Soe.   

 

The Good 
 25% of revenue is now the IQOS.  The HeatSticks that accompany this device not only create a razor blade model 

that creates scale, but also an annuity like cashflow. 
 

 IQOS faces less regulatory and tax burden than traditional tobacco.  This will not only lower costs, but expedite the 
time to market. 
 

 Smoking is unfortunately like drinking.  When economic or political panics take hold, consumers tend to increase 
consumption.  This fortunately serves as a hedge against periods of duress. 

 

The Bad 
 Despite IQOS currently facing less regulation and tax cost this could change.  International countries looking to 

boost tax revenue could easily increase this hurdle. 
 

 IQOS is innovative, but also comes with technology.  This is introducing a new supply line, semiconductors.  
Semiconductors are currently facing a shortage and could create a headwind for future growth. 
 

 The overall push into ESG strategies does not bode well for this firm or the industry at large.   

 

The Value 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Adjusted Present Value

Equity SnapShot 5YR CAGR

Growth 1.25% 1.38% $115.49 5.53% 5.78% 6.03% 6.28% 6.53% 6.78% 7.03% 7.28% 7.53%

Discount 6.53% 0.25% $114.42 $109.70 $105.40 $101.45 $97.81 $94.45 $91.34 $88.45 $85.76

0.50% $119.87 $114.68 $109.95 $105.63 $101.67 $98.03 $94.66 $91.54 $88.65

Time 1 2 3 4 5 0.75% $125.90 $120.15 $114.94 $110.20 $105.87 $101.90 $98.25 $94.87 $91.75

Discount Factor 0.9433593 0.885337 0.820823 0.762081 0.704579 1.00% $132.60 $126.19 $120.42 $115.20 $110.45 $106.11 $102.13 $98.47 $95.08

Free Cash Flow $9,632 $9,948 $11,311 $12,172 $12,151 1.25% $140.07 $132.90 $126.48 $120.69 $115.46 $110.70 $106.35 $102.36 $98.68

Discounted FCF $9,087 $8,808 $9,284 $9,276 $8,561 1.50% $148.47 $140.39 $133.20 $126.76 $120.97 $115.72 $110.94 $106.58 $102.58

Terminal Value $164,220 1.75% $157.99 $148.81 $140.71 $133.51 $127.05 $121.24 $115.98 $111.19 $106.82

2.00% $168.85 $158.35 $149.16 $141.03 $133.81 $127.34 $121.51 $116.24 $111.44

Enterprise Value $209,236 Pension 2.25% $181.37 $169.24 $158.71 $149.50 $141.35 $134.11 $127.63 $121.79 $116.50

Outstanding Debt $29,250 $34,425

Equity Value $179,986 $174,811 78.49%

Shares Outstanding 1,558.5 1,558.5 6.0x           

Share Price $115.49 $112.17 86.07%

Current Share Price $99.40

Sensitivity Analysis

Upside/Downside Capture

U/D Capture

FV Discount

Terminal 

Weight
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QUALCOMM QCOM 
Market Cap. ROIC/WACC Industry 

$159.5B 2.9x Information Technology 

 

Company Description 
QUALCOMM is a leader in the development and commercialization of foundational technologies for the wireless industry.  
The company has continued to play a leading role in developing system level inventions that serve as foundations for 3G, 4G, 
and 5G wireless technologies which include CDMA (Code Division Multiple Access) and ODFMA (Orthogonal Frequency 
Division Multiple Access) families of technologies, LTE (Long Term Evolution), and 5G NR (New Radio) among others.  Its 
biggest customers have been suppliers to mobile phone makers Samsung, Apple, Huawei, and Guangdong OPPO Mobile 
Telecommunications among others.  About 95% of company’s sales comes from international customers.   

 

The Good 
 Management is tied to the smartphone market.  This is a positive as the basis for a smartphone has turned from a 

“discretionary purchase” into a “staple purchase.” 
 

 The adoption and growth of the 5G market will create new demand for wireless semiconductors in Industrial, 
Home, IoT, and Automotive. 
 

 Customer contracts are long in nature (6YR contract with Apple).  This not only helps provide strong stability, but 
also fights against customers developing their own chips. 

 

The Bad 
 The cycle of the smartphone market can be lumped with the release of new models.  Thus, growth quarter to 

quarter can become volatile at times. 
 

 Apple makes up 6% of top line revenue.  In the long term if Apple and peers develop their own wireless 
semiconductors, there is less of a need for an OEM. 

 
 Semiconductors are not cheap to make.  In addition, the sheer amount of innovation will keep expenses rising to 

ensure quantity and quality. 

 

The Value 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Adjusted Present Value

Equity SnapShot 5YR CAGR

Growth 2.50% -1.42% $133.77 6.78% 7.03% 7.28% 7.53% 7.78% 8.03% 8.28% 8.53% 8.78%

Discount 7.78% 1.50% $132.72 $127.53 $122.79 $118.45 $114.44 $110.75 $107.33 $104.15 $101.19

1.75% $138.72 $133.00 $127.80 $123.05 $118.69 $114.68 $110.98 $107.55 $104.36

Time 1 2 3 4 5 2.00% $145.35 $139.02 $133.29 $128.07 $123.31 $118.94 $114.92 $111.21 $107.77

Discount Factor 0.9336122 0.867112 0.795634 0.731241 0.669326 2.25% $152.71 $145.66 $139.32 $133.57 $128.34 $123.57 $119.19 $115.16 $111.44

Free Cash Flow $8,043 $8,672 $8,898 $9,425 $10,062 2.50% $160.93 $153.04 $145.98 $139.61 $133.85 $128.61 $123.83 $119.44 $115.40

Discounted FCF $7,509 $7,520 $7,080 $6,892 $6,735 2.75% $170.17 $161.28 $153.37 $146.29 $139.91 $134.13 $128.88 $124.08 $119.68

Terminal Value $130,644 3.00% $180.64 $170.54 $161.63 $153.70 $146.60 $140.21 $134.42 $129.15 $124.34

3.25% $192.58 $181.03 $170.91 $161.98 $154.03 $146.91 $140.50 $134.70 $129.42

Enterprise Value $166,379 3.50% $206.35 $193.00 $181.42 $171.28 $162.33 $154.36 $147.22 $140.80 $134.98

Outstanding Debt $15,490

Equity Value $150,889 78.52%

Shares Outstanding 1,128.0 1.6x           

Share Price $133.77 105.56%

Current Share Price $141.20

Sensitivity Analysis

Upside/Downside Capture

U/D Capture

FV Discount

Terminal 

Weight
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Regeneron Pharmaceuticals  REGN 
Market Cap. ROIC/WACC Industry 

$62.1B 4.9x Healthcare 

 

Company Description 
Regeneron is fighting some serious enemies.  Regeneron Pharmaceuticals develops protein-based drugs used to battle a 
variety of diseases and conditions, including cancer, high cholesterol, inflammatory ailments, and eye diseases.  The 
biotechnology company has a handful of products on the market, including eye disease treatment EYLEA, cholesterol lowering 
drug Praluent, rare inflammatory disease treatment ARCALYST, rheumatoid arthritis drug KEVZARA, and cancer treatment 
ZALTRAP.  Regeneron has 15 more candidates in clinical development.       

 

The Good 
 Sales have been accelerating throughout the year as Dupixent (75% growth) is leading the way.  Dupixent treats 

inflammation and eczema.  However, the drug is currently being tested on everything from peanut allergies to 
ovarian cancer as inflammation is increasingly growing in importance.   
 

 The REGN-COV can treat sever symptoms of COVID and its variants.  As hotspots and variants remain this drug will 
see perpetual demand.   
 

 The upfront cost of indications and REGN-COV are being lapped and setting the stage for margins to show 
significant scale.  

 

The Bad 
 EYLEA is 50% of revenue and will begin to come off patent in 2023.  This will most likely see the introduction of 

biosimilars that could result in a price war. 
 

 While management’s pipeline is targeting high patient pools that also comes with competition.  Multiple peers are 
developing similar drugs that could ultimately dilute future growth.   

 

The Value 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Adjusted Present Value

Equity SnapShot 5YR CAGR

Growth 2.75% 15.67% $748.48 5.45% 5.70% 5.95% 6.20% 6.45% 6.70% 6.95% 7.20% 7.45%

Discount 6.45% 1.75% $742.68 $700.69 $663.69 $630.86 $601.51 $575.13 $551.29 $529.64 $509.88

2.00% $792.51 $744.31 $702.21 $665.13 $632.21 $602.80 $576.35 $552.45 $530.74

Time 1 2 3 4 5 2.25% $850.12 $794.26 $745.94 $703.74 $666.57 $633.57 $604.08 $577.57 $553.61

Discount Factor 0.945337 0.889194 0.826376 0.768244 0.710882 2.50% $917.50 $852.00 $796.00 $747.57 $705.27 $668.00 $634.92 $605.36 $578.79

Free Cash Flow $2,153 $2,032 $2,646 $3,199 $3,553 2.75% $997.35 $919.54 $853.89 $797.75 $749.20 $706.80 $669.44 $636.28 $606.65

Discounted FCF $2,035 $1,807 $2,186 $2,458 $2,526 3.00% $1,093.50 $999.58 $921.58 $855.77 $799.50 $750.83 $708.32 $670.87 $637.63

Terminal Value $70,074 3.25% $1,211.50 $1,095.96 $1,001.82 $923.63 $857.66 $801.25 $752.46 $709.85 $672.31

3.50% $1,359.76 $1,214.25 $1,098.42 $1,004.05 $925.67 $859.54 $803.00 $754.09 $711.38

Enterprise Value $81,086 3.75% $1,551.63 $1,362.86 $1,216.99 $1,100.89 $1,006.29 $927.72 $861.43 $804.74 $755.72

Outstanding Debt $2,720

Equity Value $78,366 86.42%

Shares Outstanding 104.7 13.6x        

Share Price $748.48 77.67%

Current Share Price $581.36

Sensitivity Analysis

Upside/Downside Capture

U/D Capture

FV Discount

Terminal 

Weight
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Rollins  ROL 
Market Cap. ROIC/WACC Industry 

$17.9B 3.5x Industrials 

 

Company Description 
If Rollins has anything to do with it, you’ll sleep tight and the bed bugs won’t bite.  Rollins is a solid leader in the pest control 
industry offering an array of residential and commercial pest control and termite control services.  Rollins also provides 
recurring maintenance, monitoring or inspection services to help protect consumers property for any future sign of termite 
activities after the original treatment.  The company serves around 2.4 million customers in some 65 countries globally.  The 
US operation account for more than 90% of revenues.  Other Rollins brands include HomeTeam Pest Defense and IFC.     

 

The Good 
 The growing housing market will create more and more pest/termite control demand.  This is already taking shape 

as residential pest control grew 14.9%. 
 

 35% of revenue has historically been tied to commercial buildings.  As employees return to the office so will the 
demand for commercial pest control. 
 

 Coming out of COVID, it is expected the US consumer will have a heightened desire towards cleanliness.  This desire 
will result in demand for a pest free home. 

 

The Bad 
 The biggest cost drivers of the business are labor and gas.  Higher gas prices as well as elevated wages across the US 

will limit immediate margin expansion. 
 

 The business in general has little overhead.  While this is positive in a panic, substantial revenue growth will most 
likely be met with substantial expense growth. 

 

The Value 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Adjusted Present Value

Equity SnapShot 5YR CAGR

Growth 2.50% 7.79% $30.50 5.55% 5.80% 6.05% 6.30% 6.55% 6.80% 7.05% 7.30% 7.55%

Discount 6.55% 1.50% $30.26 $28.78 $27.47 $26.30 $25.24 $24.28 $23.41 $22.61 $21.88

1.75% $31.99 $30.32 $28.84 $27.53 $26.35 $25.29 $24.33 $23.45 $22.65

Time 1 2 3 4 5 2.00% $33.97 $32.06 $30.38 $28.90 $27.58 $26.40 $25.34 $24.37 $23.50

Discount Factor 0.9430152 0.885099 0.820648 0.761169 0.702436 2.25% $36.25 $34.04 $32.13 $30.45 $28.96 $27.64 $26.46 $25.39 $24.42

Free Cash Flow $420 $387 $468 $519 $515 2.50% $38.90 $36.33 $34.11 $32.19 $30.51 $29.02 $27.69 $26.51 $25.44

Discounted FCF $396 $343 $384 $395 $362 2.75% $42.03 $38.99 $36.40 $34.19 $32.26 $30.57 $29.08 $27.75 $26.56

Terminal Value $9,155 3.00% $45.77 $42.12 $39.07 $36.48 $34.26 $32.33 $30.63 $29.14 $27.81

3.25% $50.32 $45.87 $42.21 $39.15 $36.56 $34.33 $32.39 $30.70 $29.20

Enterprise Value $11,035 3.50% $55.98 $50.43 $45.97 $42.30 $39.23 $36.63 $34.40 $32.46 $30.76

Outstanding Debt $125

Equity Value $10,910 82.96%

Shares Outstanding 357.8 1.4x           

Share Price $30.50 119.29%

Current Share Price $36.38

Sensitivity Analysis

Upside/Downside Capture

U/D Capture

FV Discount

Terminal 

Weight
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VeriSign VRSN 
Market Cap. ROIC/WACC Industry 

$26.1B 32.8x Information Technology 

 

Company Description 
VeriSign helps companies and consumers connect the dots with the coms and the nets.  The company operates two of the 
world’s 13 root zone servers, which assign internet protocol (IP) addresses to devices communicating across the internet.  
VeriSign is also the only issuer of the desired .com and .net domain names that are sold to users by companies.  The company 
also operates the registry for the .tv and .cc country code top-level domains and the back-end registry systems for .gov, .jobs, 
.edu.  About 65% of sales are from the US.     

 

The Good 
 Domain growth has been incredibly stable both prior and during COVID.  This highlights insulation of cash flow as 

well as the annuity like nature of the firm. 
 

 Renewal rates remain historically high at 75%.  This highlights that management is not dependent on new domains, 
typically tied to new businesses for their income. 
 

 The monopoly like nature of their firm provides the means of exceptional scale on low cost and little CAPEX 
demand. 

 

The Bad 
 ICANN (government representation of .com and .net) can largely change the terms of management’s agreement.  

Thus, management cannot be aggressive in pricing or face the risk of regulation. 
 

 More concentrated ownership or domain names could result in buyers exhibiting more leverage on management.  
This seems unlikely given the growth of SMB around COVID. 

 

The Value 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Adjusted Present Value

Equity SnapShot 5YR CAGR

Growth 2.50% 3.61% $186.62 4.76% 5.01% 5.26% 5.51% 5.76% 6.01% 6.26% 6.51% 6.76%

Discount 5.76% 1.50% $185.16 $172.98 $162.41 $153.16 $145.00 $137.75 $131.25 $125.41 $120.12

1.75% $199.82 $185.58 $173.37 $162.78 $153.51 $145.33 $138.05 $131.54 $125.68

Time 1 2 3 4 5 2.00% $217.15 $200.28 $186.00 $173.76 $163.14 $153.85 $145.65 $138.36 $131.83

Discount Factor 0.9478792 0.898299 0.845123 0.783786 0.729926 2.25% $237.92 $217.64 $200.74 $186.42 $174.15 $163.51 $154.19 $145.97 $138.66

Free Cash Flow $712 $789 $843 $858 $848 2.50% $263.29 $238.47 $218.14 $201.19 $186.85 $174.54 $163.87 $154.54 $146.29

Discounted FCF $675 $709 $712 $672 $619 2.75% $294.96 $263.89 $239.01 $218.64 $201.65 $187.27 $174.93 $164.24 $154.88

Terminal Value $19,427 3.00% $335.64 $295.65 $264.50 $239.56 $219.14 $202.11 $187.69 $175.32 $164.60

3.25% $389.79 $336.42 $296.33 $265.11 $240.11 $219.63 $202.56 $188.11 $175.72

Enterprise Value $22,814 3.50% $465.42 $390.69 $337.20 $297.01 $265.72 $240.65 $220.13 $203.02 $188.53

Outstanding Debt $1,800

Equity Value $21,014 85.15%

Shares Outstanding 112.6 2.1x           

Share Price $186.62 124.30%

Current Share Price $231.98

Sensitivity Analysis

Upside/Downside Capture

U/D Capture

FV Discount

Terminal 

Weight
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Vertex Pharmaceuticals  VRTX 
Market Cap. ROIC/WACC Industry 

$52.3B 4.6 x Healthcare 

 

Company Description 
Vertex Pharmaceuticals is focused on developing treatments for cystic fibrosis (CF) and other life-threatening diseases.  The 
biotechnology firm has four commercial drugs-Trikafta, Orkambi, Kalydeco, and Symdeko-used to treat CF.  Vertex has other 
drugs in development including additional CF treatments and medications addressing sickle cell diseases, beta thalassemia, 
alpha-1 antitrypsin deficiency, and pain.  The company’s medicines are sold in North America, Europe, and Australia; the US 
accounts for about 75% of revenue.     

 

The Good 
 Management has effectively corned the CF market.  This provides the ability to not only achieve indications, but also 

the ability to be more proactive with pricing.   
 

 The bulk of drugs target genetic disorders like CF.  These diseases cannot be fixed with a change in lifestyle and 
require pharmaceuticals to combat. 
 

 A Medicare for All option would increase the patient pool all else equal.  Thus, if public healthcare grows so will the 
patient pool of the firm. 

 

The Bad 
 Medicare for All also comes with the drawback of price negotiation.  A large buyer (such as Medicare) could argue 

for lower pricing. 
 

 The genetic nature of CF has resulted in a flat case rate.  Unlike cancer, which has grown despite the amount of 
treatments available, CF has not materially increased or decreased over the years. 
 

 Genetic editing and mapping increase the awareness of carriers of the genetic mutation.  This may incentivize those 
to not procreate and thus result in less CF cases going forward. 

 

The Value 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Adjusted Present Value

Equity SnapShot 5YR CAGR

Growth 3.00% 43.15% $316.31 5.91% 6.16% 6.41% 6.66% 6.91% 7.16% 7.41% 7.66% 7.91%

Discount 6.91% 2.00% $313.47 $297.56 $283.46 $270.87 $259.56 $249.35 $240.08 $231.63 $223.89

2.25% $332.25 $314.12 $298.17 $284.04 $271.41 $260.08 $249.84 $240.55 $232.08

Time 1 2 3 4 5 2.50% $353.77 $332.94 $314.77 $298.78 $284.61 $271.96 $260.59 $250.33 $241.02

Discount Factor 0.9397927 0.879075 0.812728 0.751413 0.691512 2.75% $378.70 $354.52 $333.63 $315.42 $299.39 $285.19 $272.50 $261.11 $250.82

Free Cash Flow $2,758 $2,957 $3,259 $3,539 $3,799 3.00% $407.92 $379.51 $355.26 $334.33 $316.07 $300.00 $285.76 $273.05 $261.63

Discounted FCF $2,592 $2,599 $2,649 $2,659 $2,627 3.25% $442.63 $408.79 $380.31 $356.00 $335.02 $316.72 $300.61 $286.34 $273.59

Terminal Value $69,266 3.50% $484.54 $443.58 $409.66 $381.11 $356.75 $335.71 $317.36 $301.22 $286.91

3.75% $536.15 $485.59 $444.54 $410.54 $381.92 $357.49 $336.40 $318.01 $301.83

Enterprise Value $82,393 Leases 4.00% $601.27 $537.32 $486.64 $445.49 $411.41 $382.72 $358.24 $337.10 $318.66

Outstanding Debt $500 $1,123

Equity Value $81,893 $81,270 84.07%

Shares Outstanding 258.9 258.9 (20.2)x      

Share Price $316.31 $313.90 64.58%

Current Share Price $204.28

Sensitivity Analysis

Upside/Downside Capture

U/D Capture

FV Discount

Terminal 

Weight
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Xilinx Inc. XLNX 
Market Cap. ROIC/WACC Industry 

$35.6B 2.0x Information Technology 

 

Company Description 
Xilinx gives chip control to the programmer on the ground.  The company is a top supplier of field-programmable gate arrays 
(FPGAs) and complex programmable logic devices (CPLDs).  Customers program and reprogram these integrated circuits (ICs) 
to perform specific functions, providing greater design flexibility and cutting time to market.  Xilinx also offers a broad range of 
design software and intellectual property used to customize its chips.  The company, which contracts with third-party 
manufacturers for production, sells to the automotive, aerospace, broadcast, consumer, data processing, and wired and 
wireless communications markets.  About three-quarters of revenue comes from international customers. 

 

The Good 
 Management is currently in the process of being purchased by AMD for 1.7324 AMD shares.  This amounts to a 

$164.47 share price, well above the current price of ~$149.62. 
 

 FPGAs are seeing demand quickly pick up from data centers and autos.  The growth of the cloud and autonomous 
vehicle will both be tailwinds for the firm. 
 

 5G integration as well as scale will boost the overall margin profile of XLNX/AMD post-merger.  Thus, both growth 
and scale have room to run.     

 

The Bad 
 Management relies on 3rd parties for manufacturing.  Whether factories get shut down or face regulatory issues, 

management can do little to offset. 
 

 Chips, ICs, and related technology is always innovating.  This will force management to spend on CPAEX to keep up 
with peers and ultimately limit FCF. 
 

 Aerospace will most likely remain sluggish as long as air travel is weak.  There is little management can do to speed 
up this industry and thus fall victim to variables out of their control. 

 

The Value 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Adjusted Present Value

Equity SnapShot 5YR CAGR

Growth 3.25% 7.29% $122.46 6.33% 6.58% 6.83% 7.08% 7.33% 7.58% 7.83% 8.08% 8.33%

Discount 7.33% 2.25% $121.49 $115.32 $109.82 $104.89 $100.45 $96.42 $92.76 $89.41 $86.33

2.50% $128.74 $121.75 $115.56 $110.05 $105.11 $100.66 $96.62 $92.95 $89.59

Time 1 2 3 4 5 2.75% $137.01 $129.02 $122.01 $115.81 $110.29 $105.33 $100.87 $96.82 $93.14

Discount Factor 0.9343419 0.872039 0.808395 0.738553 0.67678408 3.00% $146.52 $137.31 $129.30 $122.27 $116.05 $110.52 $105.55 $101.08 $97.02

Free Cash Flow $1,115 $1,170 $1,228 $1,340 $1,549 3.25% $157.57 $146.84 $137.60 $129.58 $122.53 $116.30 $110.75 $105.77 $101.29

Discounted FCF $1,042 $1,021 $993 $989 $1,048 3.50% $170.57 $157.91 $147.16 $137.90 $129.85 $122.79 $116.55 $110.98 $106.00

Terminal Value $26,506 3.75% $186.10 $170.95 $158.26 $147.48 $138.20 $130.13 $123.05 $116.79 $111.22

4.00% $204.95 $186.51 $171.33 $158.61 $147.80 $138.50 $130.41 $123.32 $117.04

Enterprise Value $31,600 Leases 4.25% $228.34 $205.41 $186.92 $171.70 $158.95 $148.12 $138.79 $130.69 $123.58

Outstanding Debt $1,500 $2,550

Equity Value $30,100 $29,050 83.88%

Shares Outstanding 245.8 245.8 2.3x           

Share Price $122.46 $118.18 105.52%

Current Share Price $129.21

Sensitivity Analysis

Upside/Downside Capture

U/D Capture

FV Discount

Terminal 

Weight
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CyberArk Software CYBR 
Market Cap. ROIC/WACC Industry 

$5.4B 0.1x Information Technology 

 

Company Description 
CyberArk is the global leader in Identity Security.  Centered on privileged access management (PAM), CyberArk provides the 
most comprehensive security offering for any identity – human or machine – across business applications, distributed 
workforces, hybrid cloud workloads, and throughout the DevOps lifecycle.  The world’s leading organizations trust CyberArk to 
help secure their most critical assets with over 50% of Fortune 500 firms.  

 

The Good 
 Management is shifting its PAM solution to subscription.  This will not only create a foundation of revenue, but a 

steady stream of growth with ARR growing 43%. 
 

 The growing number of digital access points (computers, laptops, phones, etc.) is increasing the importance of PAM.  
A compromised login/password can quickly be identified regardless of endpoint. 
 

 PAM inherently comes with protection even in a compromised situation.  Certain employees only have access to 
certain resources and thus provide a layer of insulation all else equal.  

 

The Bad 
 The fairly staple solution of cybersecurity offers little in terms of innovation.  While effective, this lack of innovation 

will limit future price increases. 
 

 Despite having a foothold in large firms, management still has significant market opportunity at mid-level firms.  This 
will open up the risk of entering a new market. 

 

The Value 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Adjusted Present Value

Equity SnapShot 5YR CAGR

Growth 5.00% 23.63% $147.23 6.84% 7.09% 7.34% 7.59% 7.84% 8.09% 8.34% 8.59% 8.84%

Discount 7.84% 4.00% $145.92 $134.22 $124.27 $115.70 $108.25 $101.71 $95.92 $90.76 $86.14

4.25% $160.27 $146.27 $134.54 $124.56 $115.97 $108.50 $101.95 $96.15 $90.98

Time 1 2 3 4 5 4.50% $177.68 $160.65 $146.62 $134.86 $124.86 $116.25 $108.76 $102.19 $96.37

Discount Factor 0.9334845 0.866855 0.795254 0.729188 0.664255 4.75% $199.26 $178.11 $161.03 $146.97 $135.18 $125.15 $116.52 $109.02 $102.43

Free Cash Flow $94 $124 $163 $195 $237 5.00% $226.70 $199.74 $178.53 $161.42 $147.32 $135.50 $125.45 $116.80 $109.28

Discounted FCF $87 $107 $130 $142 $157 5.25% $262.78 $227.24 $200.21 $178.95 $161.80 $147.66 $135.82 $125.74 $117.07

Terminal Value $5,810 5.50% $312.31 $263.40 $227.78 $200.68 $179.37 $162.18 $148.01 $136.14 $126.04

5.75% $384.56 $313.04 $264.02 $228.31 $201.15 $179.79 $162.56 $148.36 $136.46

Enterprise Value $6,435 Convert 6.00% $499.82 $385.46 $313.78 $264.64 $228.85 $201.63 $180.22 $162.94 $148.71

Outstanding Debt $575 $0

Equity Value $5,860 $6,435 90.30%

Shares Outstanding 39.8 43.3 7.4x           

Share Price $147.23 $148.61 91.85%

Current Share Price $135.24

Sensitivity Analysis

Upside/Downside Capture

U/D Capture

FV Discount

Terminal 

Weight
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Pacira Biosciences PCRX 
Market Cap. ROIC/WACC Industry 

$2.5B 0.0x Healthcare 

 

Company Description 
Pacira Biosciences, Inc. operates as a pharmaceutical company.  The Company offers non-opioid pain management and 
regenerative health solutions.  Pacira Biosciences serves customers in the US.  

 

The Good 
 Exparal is the name of the game with the firm’s patented technology of providing a 72hr release of the pain control 

drug for patients across a wide swath of surgeries.   
 

 Revenue grew 12% despite elective procedures slowly coming back post COVID.  80% of orthopedic procedures do 
not utilize regional pain control.  This highlights the sheer opportunity management has to garner. 
 

 Exparal was approved down to the age of 6.  Thus, not only are more indications being approved, but it is also being 
approved for a wider age range.  

 

The Bad 
 Heron Therapeutics recently received approval from the FDA for its non-opioid pain killer.  This introduces a new 

competitor to the landscape who has partnered with JNJ.   
 

 Collaborations are increasingly being adopted with larger pharmaceutical firms.  While this is a positive for revenue 
growth, it will come with lower margins. 
 

 The ASA recently published a study indicating Exparal was not any better at pain reduction than alternatives.  This 
study was conducted on procedures the drug had not been approved for, but at the very least has created some less 
than ideal press. 

 

The Value 

 
Adjusted Present Value

Equity SnapShot 5YR CAGR

Growth 5.00% 11.53% $132.73 6.55% 6.80% 7.05% 7.30% 7.55% 7.80% 8.05% 8.30% 8.55%

Discount 7.55% 4.00% $131.48 $119.58 $109.63 $101.19 $93.94 $87.64 $82.12 $77.24 $72.90

4.25% $146.33 $131.80 $119.87 $109.90 $101.44 $94.17 $87.85 $82.32 $77.43

Time 1 2 3 4 5 4.50% $164.79 $146.68 $132.12 $120.17 $110.17 $101.69 $94.40 $88.07 $82.52

Discount Factor 0.9364507 0.871515 0.801097 0.736398 0.673473 4.75% $188.38 $165.19 $147.04 $132.44 $120.46 $110.44 $101.93 $94.63 $88.28

Free Cash Flow $116 $31 $135 $129 $214 5.00% $219.58 $188.83 $165.59 $147.39 $132.76 $120.75 $110.70 $102.18 $94.86

Discounted FCF $109 $27 $108 $95 $144 5.25% $262.78 $220.11 $189.29 $165.98 $147.75 $133.09 $121.04 $110.97 $102.43

Terminal Value $5,919 5.50% $326.56 $263.41 $220.64 $189.74 $166.38 $148.10 $133.41 $121.33 $111.24

5.75% $430.19 $327.34 $264.04 $221.16 $190.20 $166.78 $148.46 $133.73 $121.63

Enterprise Value $6,402 Convert 6.00% $628.04 $431.21 $328.12 $264.67 $221.69 $190.65 $167.18 $148.81 $134.05

Outstanding Debt $563 $218

Equity Value $5,840 $6,185 92.45%

Shares Outstanding 44.0 52.2 (34.2)x     

Share Price $132.73 $118.52 42.31%

Current Share Price $56.15

Sensitivity Analysis

Upside/Downside Capture

U/D Capture

FV Discount

Terminal 

Weight
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Palo Alto Networks PANW 
Market Cap. ROIC/WACC Industry 

$38.1B -0.6x Information Technology 

 

Company Description 
Palo Alto Networks offers enterprise-wide Internet security (including security measures for mobile devices) to protect 
companies from breaches in their corporate networks.  Its hardware and software security products, which account for most of 
the company revenue, identify traffic in detail and provide the ability to control access by user.  In the past, a company could 
either allow its employees access to applications like Oracle, Skype, and YouTube or not.  But as more work is done online and 
in the cloud, that’s not always practical.  Palo Alto Networks designs its products to identify and manage threats rather than 
simply blocking access.  It sells products outright as well as through a growing subscription business.  Competitors include 
Juniper Networks and Cisco Systems. 

 

The Good 
 Prisma is the only one stop cybersecurity platform for corporations.  Prisma is not only growing north of 20%, but is 

also providing Cortex, a single solution to secure any firm’s IT application. 
 

 The transition to 5G will open a whole new revenue opportunity for Strata and next-gen firewalls.  The next-gen 
platform of management grew 29% and is seeing ARR 71%.   
 

 Billings popped 27% in the latest quarter and is outpacing revenue growth of 24%.  This sets a trend where revenue is 
expected to drift more towards 27% and sequential revenue acceleration. 

 

The Bad 
 Management cannot have clients get hacked.  If a large client finds fault with the firm, it will not take long for this 

word of mouth to spread. 
 

 The increasing growth and reliance on technology will only increase the incentive to commit cybercrimes.  Thus, 
management will be forced to elevate R&D to keep up with criminals.   

 

The Value 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Adjusted Present Value

Equity SnapShot 5YR CAGR

Growth 5.00% 29.72% $410.12 6.51% 6.76% 7.01% 7.26% 7.51% 7.76% 8.01% 8.26% 8.51%

Discount 7.51% 4.00% $406.69 $370.26 $339.88 $314.16 $292.10 $272.98 $256.24 $241.46 $228.33

4.25% $452.26 $407.66 $371.14 $340.68 $314.90 $292.79 $273.62 $256.84 $242.03

Time 1 2 3 4 5 4.50% $509.16 $453.33 $408.62 $372.02 $341.49 $315.65 $293.48 $274.27 $257.45

Discount Factor 0.9365595 0.872144 0.802247 0.73779 0.674611 4.75% $582.22 $510.36 $454.40 $409.59 $372.90 $342.30 $316.39 $294.17 $274.91

Free Cash Flow $1,060 $774 $906 $1,080 $1,402 5.00% $679.48 $583.60 $511.57 $455.48 $410.56 $373.77 $343.10 $317.13 $294.87

Discounted FCF $993 $675 $727 $797 $945 5.25% $815.34 $681.09 $584.98 $512.78 $456.55 $411.52 $374.65 $343.91 $317.88

Terminal Value $39,509 5.50% $1,018.45 $817.26 $682.70 $586.36 $513.99 $457.62 $412.49 $375.53 $344.71

5.75% $1,355.18 $1,020.85 $819.19 $684.30 $587.74 $515.19 $458.70 $413.46 $376.41

Enterprise Value $43,645 Convert 6.00% $2,022.05 $1,358.38 $1,023.25 $821.12 $685.91 $589.12 $516.40 $459.77 $414.42

Outstanding Debt $3,700 $0

Equity Value $39,945 $43,645 90.52%

Shares Outstanding 97.4 110.5 10.0x        

Share Price $410.12 $394.91 95.52%

Current Share Price $391.75

Sensitivity Analysis

Upside/Downside Capture

U/D Capture

FV Discount

Terminal 

Weight
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Tenable Holdings TENB 
Market Cap. ROIC/WACC Industry 

$4.2B -3.2x Information Technology 

 

Company Description 
Tenable Holdings Inc. operates as a holding company.  The Company, through its subsidiaries, offers application and cloud 
based security solutions for finance, healthcare, retail, energy, and educational services.  Tenable Holdings serves customers 
worldwide. 

 

The Good 
 Tenable.EP is a Vulnerability Management (VM) software solution that highlights point of weakness in company 

infrastructure.  These points are then removed via consultation. 
 

 Tenable.AD is a software solution that fights cybersecurity via application protection.  Many firms have seen their 
website compromised because a 3rd party application (FaceBook Marketplace) was the entry point.   
 

 94% of revenue is subscription based with large deals (>$100K) growing north of 30%.  In addition, AWS (Amazon 
Cloud) recently adopted this technology to protect internal and 3rd party platforms. 
 

 On May 12th President Biden signed an Executive Order for the US Government to reassess cybersecurity.  This has a 
high chance of resulting in more cybersecurity spending and a tailwind for the industry at large. 

 

The Bad 
 Like all cybersecurity firms, innovation is key.  This requires a growing operating expense budget to stay ahead of 

criminals and overall innovation. 

 

The Value 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Adjusted Present Value

Equity SnapShot 5YR CAGR

Growth 5.00% #DIV/0! $76.56 6.91% 7.16% 7.41% 7.66% 7.91% 8.16% 8.41% 8.66% 8.91%

Discount 7.91% 4.00% $75.91 $70.48 $65.85 $61.84 $58.35 $55.28 $52.56 $50.13 $47.95

4.25% $82.54 $76.08 $70.63 $65.99 $61.97 $58.48 $55.40 $52.67 $50.23

Time 1 2 3 4 5 4.50% $90.55 $82.72 $76.24 $70.78 $66.13 $62.11 $58.60 $55.51 $52.78

Discount Factor 0.9323116 0.865167 0.793606 0.727987 0.664731 4.75% $100.41 $90.75 $82.90 $76.41 $70.94 $66.27 $62.24 $58.72 $55.63

Free Cash Flow $93 $151 $205 $252 $305 5.00% $112.86 $100.64 $90.95 $83.09 $76.57 $71.09 $66.41 $62.37 $58.84

Discounted FCF $87 $130 $163 $184 $203 5.25% $129.05 $113.11 $100.86 $91.15 $83.27 $76.74 $71.24 $66.55 $62.50

Terminal Value $7,318 5.50% $150.99 $129.34 $113.36 $101.08 $91.35 $83.45 $76.90 $71.39 $66.69

5.75% $182.38 $151.33 $129.63 $113.61 $101.30 $91.55 $83.63 $77.07 $71.54

Enterprise Value $8,085 6.00% $231.01 $182.79 $151.67 $129.92 $113.86 $101.53 $91.75 $83.81 $77.23

Outstanding Debt $0

Equity Value $8,085 90.52%

Shares Outstanding 105.6 (24.1)x     

Share Price $76.56 52.28%

Current Share Price $40.03

Sensitivity Analysis

Upside/Downside Capture

U/D Capture

FV Discount

Terminal 

Weight
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Wix.com WIX 
Market Cap. ROIC/WACC Industry 

$15.7B -1.7x Information Technology 

 

Company Description 
With Wix.com, you don’t need to be a computer whiz to have a cool website.  The company offers an affordable web 
development platform for small business owners and entrepreneurs to create professional-quality websites.  Its drag-and-drop 
editing tool features templates, graphics, image galleries, and fonts, while its App Market offers more than 140 different apps, 
such as social plug-ins, online marketing, and CRM tools, contact forms, and e-commerce capabilities.  Altogether Wix.com 
counts 33 million registered users in about 190 countries. 

 

The Good 
 Revenue increased 41% despite the economy reopening and consumers returning to some normalcy.  This has been 

an important trend as it answered fears that growth could slow as the economy reopened.   
 

 The e-commerce plug-in is growing at 58% indicating that not only new customers, but legacy customers are 
adopting the strategy.  This will increase the network effect of the firm and cost of substitution. 
 

 Monthly rates for e-commerce users tend to hover around 2x non e-commerce users.  Thus, the shift into digital and 
e-commerce will only accelerate growth for the foreseeable future. 

 

The Bad 
 Expenses are largely growing at the same rate of revenue preventing any sort of margin expansion.  Management 

needs to turn a corner for the sake of boosting cash flow. 
 

 Management employs a freemium model.  This includes a longer than normal trial run for a small business to create 
and run its Wix website for free.  Fortunately this has resulted in conversions, but this is no guarantee. 

 

The Value 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Adjusted Present Value

Equity SnapShot 5YR CAGR

Growth 5.50% 137.19% $255.45 7.21% 7.46% 7.71% 7.96% 8.21% 8.46% 8.71% 8.96% 9.21%

Discount 8.21% 4.50% $253.26 $235.30 $220.14 $207.17 $195.95 $186.14 $177.50 $169.83 $162.97

4.75% $275.43 $253.77 $235.77 $220.57 $207.57 $196.32 $186.49 $177.83 $170.14

Time 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 5.00% $302.62 $275.99 $254.28 $236.24 $221.00 $207.97 $196.69 $186.84 $178.16

Discount Factor 0.9310814 0.866646 0.800819 0.730015 0.666534 0.606159 0.557044 0.512376 0.476194 5.25% $336.74 $303.24 $276.55 $254.79 $236.70 $221.43 $208.37 $197.06 $187.19

Free Cash Flow $104 $110 $178 $303 $553 $858 $937 $1,165 $1,371 5.50% $380.83 $337.44 $303.86 $277.11 $255.30 $237.17 $221.86 $208.77 $197.44

Discounted FCF $97 $95 $142 $221 $369 $520 $522 $597 $653 5.75% $440.03 $381.64 $338.14 $304.49 $277.67 $255.81 $237.63 $222.29 $209.16

Terminal Value $12,116 6.00% $523.69 $440.97 $382.44 $338.85 $305.11 $278.23 $256.31 $238.10 $222.72

6.25% $650.92 $524.83 $441.92 $383.25 $339.55 $305.73 $278.79 $256.82 $238.56

Enterprise Value $15,332 Convert: 6.50% $867.75 $652.35 $525.97 $442.86 $384.06 $340.25 $306.36 $279.35 $257.33

Outstanding Debt $925 $0

Equity Value $14,407 $15,332 79.02%

Shares Outstanding 56.4 60.0 5.1x          

Share Price $255.45 $255.54 109.00%

Current Share Price $278.45

Sensitivity Analysis

Upside/Downside Capture

U/D Capture

FV Discount

Terminal 

Weight
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Zuora Inc. ZUO 
Market Cap. ROIC/WACC Industry 

$2.0B -3.4x Information Technology 

 

Company Description 
Zuora, Inc. develops cloud based software.  The Company offers an online subscription billing and management platform that 
provides pricing subscription orders, rating, accounting, and payment services.  Zuora operates worldwide. 

 

The Good 
 As big and small companies shift to e-commerce, subscriptions are increasingly growing.  Management stands at the 

forefront of this compensation shift and are set to help all firms navigate through the process. 
 

 ACVs north of $500K hit a high last quarter with 8 new deals.  This highlights the shift from license to subscription is 
not only growing for small firms, but enterprises as well. 
 

 Management is very quietly building out billing, revenue, quotes, collections, and analytics for clients.  In other 
words, it is emerging as a more sophisticated Paychex.   

 

The Bad 
 The size of the firm ($2B) sets the stage for being a takeout target.  However, the small size of the firm also leads to 

the share price being fairly volatile on a daily basis.   
 

 Technology proficient firms could bring the subscription model in house to save on cost.  A perfect example of this 
type of model is CANOO. 

 

The Value 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Adjusted Present Value

Equity SnapShot 5YR CAGR

Growth 5.00% #DIV/0! $16.09 8.84% 9.09% 9.34% 9.59% 9.84% 10.09% 10.34% 10.59% 10.84%

Discount 9.84% 4.00% $15.96 $15.28 $14.67 $14.12 $13.61 $13.14 $12.71 $12.31 $11.95

4.25% $16.74 $15.99 $15.31 $14.70 $14.15 $13.64 $13.17 $12.74 $12.34

Time 1 2 3 4 5 4.50% $17.61 $16.77 $16.02 $15.35 $14.73 $14.17 $13.66 $13.19 $12.76

Discount Factor 0.9165777 0.835521 0.75233 0.676839 0.607 4.75% $18.59 $17.65 $16.81 $16.06 $15.38 $14.76 $14.20 $13.69 $13.22

Free Cash Flow $25 $50 $67 $85 $114 5.00% $19.70 $18.63 $17.68 $16.84 $16.09 $15.41 $14.79 $14.23 $13.72

Discounted FCF $23 $42 $51 $57 $69 5.25% $20.96 $19.74 $18.67 $17.72 $16.88 $16.12 $15.44 $14.82 $14.26

Terminal Value $1,499 5.50% $22.41 $21.00 $19.78 $18.71 $17.76 $16.91 $16.16 $15.47 $14.85

5.75% $24.09 $22.45 $21.05 $19.82 $18.75 $17.80 $16.95 $16.19 $15.50

Enterprise Value $1,741 6.00% $26.07 $24.14 $22.50 $21.09 $19.86 $18.79 $17.83 $16.98 $16.22

Outstanding Debt $0

Equity Value $1,741 86.09%

Shares Outstanding 108.2 2.2x          

Share Price $16.09 101.88%

Current Share Price $16.39

Sensitivity Analysis

Upside/Downside Capture

U/D Capture

FV Discount

Terminal 

Weight
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Disclosures: 

 

Titan Investment Management LLC is a registered investment adviser located in ZIONSVILLE, IN. TIML may 
only transact business in those states in which it is registered or qualifies for an exemption or exclusion from 

registration requirements. 
Information presented is for educational purposes only and does not intend to make an offer or solicitation for the 

sale or purchase of any specific securities, investments, or investment strategies.  Investments involve risk and 
unless otherwise stated, are not guaranteed.  Be sure to first consult with a qualified financial adviser, tax 

professional and/or legal counsel before implementing any strategy discussed herein.  

 
This presentation is limited to the dissemination of general information regarding TIML’s investment advisory 
services. Any client examples were hypothetical and used to demonstrate a concept.  

 
Past performance is not indicative of future performance.  Any performance shown for the relevant time 

periods is based upon composite results of a TIML portfolios. Portfolio performance is the result of the application of 
the TIML’s investment process. The composite includes [insert description, for example, all accounts managed by 

RIA FIRM NAME]. 
Therefore, no current or prospective client should assume that future performance of any specific investment, 

investment strategy (including the investments and/or investment strategies recommended by TIML), or product 
referenced directly or indirectly in this presentation, will be profitable.  Different types of investments involve 

varying degrees of risk, & there can be no assurance that any specific investment or investment strategy will 
suitable for a client’s or prospective client’s investment portfolio. 

 
Readers of the information contained on this Document should be aware that any action taken by the 

viewer/reader based on this information is taken at their own risk. This information does not address individual 
situations and should not be construed or viewed as any typed of individual or group recommendation. Opinions 

and statements are based on the current market conditions are subject to change without notice.  We believe the 
information provided is reliable but should not be assumed to be accurate or complete.  The views and strategies 

described may not be suitable for all investors. TIML used displays, charts, graphs and formulas to discuss market 

conditions and a variety of holdings – these are not intended to be used by themselves to determine which 
securities to buy or sell, or when to buy or sell them.  Such charts and graphs are date sensitive and offer limited 

information and are not appropriate to rely on for investment decisions.  
 

Backtested Performance Disclosure Statement 
Backtested performance is NOT an indicator of future actual results. There are limitations inherent in hypothetical 

results particularly that the performance results do not represent the results of actual trading using client assets, 
but were achieved by means of retroactive application of a Backtested model that was designed with the benefit of 

hindsight. The results reflect performance of a strategy not historically offered to investors and do NOT represent 
returns that any investor actually attained. Backtested results are calculated by the retroactive application of a 

model constructed on the basis of historical data and based on assumptions integral to the model which may or 
may not be testable and are subject to losses. 

 
Backtested performance is developed with the benefit of hindsight and has inherent limitations.  
  
Specifically, Backtested results do not reflect actual trading, or the effect of material economic and market factors 

on the decision-making process, or the skill of the adviser. Since trades have not actually been executed, results 

may have under- or over-compensated for the impact, if any, of certain market factors, such as lack of liquidity, 

and may not reflect the impact that certain economic or market factors may have had on the decision-making 
process. Further, backtesting allows the security selection methodology to be adjusted until past returns are 

maximized. Actual performance may differ significantly from Backtested performance. 

 
Model portfolio performance is not shown net of the model advisory fee of 1.00% the average fee charged by Titan 
Investment Management LLC, and gross of trading costs based on our Custodian TD Ameritrade. Performance does 

not reflect the deduction of other fees or expenses, including but not limited to brokerage fees, custodial fees and 
fees and expenses charged by mutual funds and other investment companies. Performance results shown include 

the reinvestment of dividends and interest on cash balances where applicable. The data used to calculate the 
model performance was obtained from sources deemed reliable and then organized and presented by Titan 

Investment Management LLC. 

 


